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onda fever -
Looking a little envious, Nora Noonan parks her Wednesday outside of the Applied Arts building. 
ped beside a fulty accessorized motorcy.cle 
om mittee.begins search to fill job 
" 
reated by business schoOI growth 
LL DENNIS 
new position created due to th� expansion of the 
ege of Business will be filled by Oct. 1 ,  Ted 
·e, dean of the College of Business, said Tuesday. 
ccording to Ivarie, approximately 60 applications 
the new position have been received. An equal 
ber of men and women have�plied . 
n eight member search committee will begin 
rviewing applicants sometime next week, Ivarie 
e new position, assistant to the dean for ad­
istration, is "all part of the total effort· to round 
the College of Business, "  Ivarie said. The 
lege of Business is trying to expand into a fully­
dited program. 
e salary for the new position is $30,000 a year , 
rding to Ivarie.  
e new position's  responsibilities include meeting 
with faculty members or groups to help review 
academic programs which will aid regional and 
professional accreditation groups. 
The dean' s  assistant will also administer the 
college's  equipment, supplies, and services and 
perform various budgetary duties . 
The assistant will serve on the Administrative 
Council of the College of Business as well as 
represent the dean on various committees and 
meetings . 
Other responsibilities include assuring the smooth 
running of College of Business functions in the 
absence of the dean or assistant dean. 
Ivarie said qualifications for the new position 
include a master's degree in administrative or 
managerial disciplines , five years related work ex­
perience, and good communication skills, especially 
written skills . 
Ian for FarmAid fu nds announced 
HAMPAIGN (AP)-Willie Nelson outlined a 
point FarmAid spending plan Wednesday that 
Id provide counseling and cash for financially 
bled farmers-and spread the word about their 
t. 
elson, the driving force beind the star-studded 
· d benefit concert here Sunday, set aside no 
for lobbying Congress on farm legislation, 
rding to a release from his office near Austin, 
. 
elson said he believes the millions of dollars 
ted from the all-day event and related fund­
. g efforts should be used for: 
Direct cash payments to needy farmers. 
Legal assistance. 
"Transit�onal" help, such as counseling and job 
ment, for those who have lost their farms or risk 
gthem. 
A nationwide hotline to direct farmers to service 
agencies best able to help them. 
-Improving public awareness of the financial 
plight of many U.S.  family farmers. 
Nelson had indicated ealier that some FarmAid 
money might be used to lobby Congress for enact­
ment of one version of the hotly disputed 1985 farm 
bill that would call for a ref er end um on federally 
mandated crop reduction. 
"Farmers need it desperately. They have to have it 
to survive," Nelson said Sept. S after a meeting here 
with farmers 
The idea immediately drew fire from he American 
Farm Bureau, ,and Nelson's decision to drop it was 
hailed by spokesman Dennis Vercler of the Illinois 
Farm Bureau. 
"Halelujah! We were worried about any money 
being spent on any lobbying on any of the various 
competing farm bills," Vercler said, adding he 
(See PLAN, page 11) 
•. . wiH be mostly sunny and continued 
very warm With highs in the upper 80s. 
Fair and warm Thursday night with 
lows in the upper 60s. 
U.S. clergyman 
freed in Beirut 
after 16 mo'nths; 
six remain held 
CONCORD, N . H .  (AP)-The Rev. Benjamin 
Weir is free after a 1 6-month kidnapping ordeal in 
Lebanon, but President Reagan said Wednesday that 
he ''will not be satisfied" until the six remaining 
American captives also are relased . 
Weir was released to U . S .  authorities in Beirut on 
Saturday, but an announcement was withheld to 
determine whether the release of the oth1:r Americans 
might also be obtained. 
" We were trying to. keep it so quiet because we 
don't  want to do anything that endangers the chances 
of the other six, ' '  Reagan said at the conclusion of a 
speech promoting his tax reform proposal . 
But White House spokesman Edward Djerejian , 
briefing the press after Reagan's  speech, said it 
became apparent Tuesday night that no more releases 
were "imminent . "  
Unconfirmed reports about Weir's release sur­
faced Saturday with an anonymous telephone call to 
the Reuters news agency. The Presbyterian Church 
said early Wednesday that Weir had been freed. Soon 
afterward, Reagan supplied the official confirmation 
that Weir was "back in America, safe with his 
family . "  
" I  am happy for him and his family," the 
president said , "but I will not be satisfied and will 
not cease our efforts until all the hostages, the other 
six , are released. "  
Later, as he boarded Air Force One to return to 
Washington, Reagan held up six fingers and told 
reporters, " Six more to go . "  
Weir ,  6 1 ,  a Presbyterian minister , was kidnapped 
by terrorists May 8, 1 984, in Beirut . 
Neither Reagan nor Djerejian offered any details 
about his release . 
Djerejian refused to answer questions on why only 
Weir had been freed . 
But he said that "we have been in contact with 
several governments" in the drive to free the other 
Americans . He said Syria, widely believed to have 
influence with the terrorists , had "not specificialy" 
helped these efforts . 
_According to Djerejian, officials had hoped the 
release last week of the last Lebanese prisoners held 
at lsreal ' s  Atlit prison camp "would improve the 
atmosphere in the region. "  Following the release, he 
said,_"We did enhance our efforts . "  
Vice President George Bush has scheduled a 
meeting Friday with the families of the six remaining 
kidnapped Americans. 
Another-white House spokesman, Peter Rouseel, 
said the president told Weir the United States would 
continue its efforts until all the hostages are freed. 
Roussel said those efforts would include "prayer as 
(See U.S., page 8) 
liislde 
Virus of fear 
Government researchers differ on how much 
time 81d �should be spent to fight AIDS In 
the ftnal lnBtallment of a foll'·part eerles. 
.. ,... , 
RHA r•Pf'!ISIHltatlon 
The Aealdence Halt AalClClatlon votes 
ThW8day on a proposed oonatitUtk>nW Chqe 
that � one voting i'nember per 1 oo 
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State/Nadon/World Stolen secrets help Russia 
Church doubts statue weeps 
. CHICAGO-Worshippers said Wednesday they remain 
convinced there were tears from a statue of the Virgin Mary 
at St. John of God Catholic Church, although the ar­
chdiocese says there is no evidence of a miracle. 
"She did cry. We are sure of it, " said Richard Moran, 29 , 
of suburban Buffalo Grove, one of about a dozen people in 
the darkened church to "visit Our Lady." 
"We don't blame the church for saying it didn't,'' said 
Moran. "We know it's the church's job to investigate such 
things and we know it is hard to prove such miracles." 
After a year-long investigation, an archdiocesan com­
mittee concluded in a report released Tuesday there is no 
evidence a miracle was involved in rep(>rted weeping by the 
statue in May 1984. 
"The lights make her look like she is crying right now. 
She's sad," said Laura Schwager, 22, an artist from 
suburban Elmwood. 
WASHINGTON-The Soviets have been 
more successful than previously thought in 
stealing Western technology and as a result, "we 
are subsidizing the military buildup of the Soviet 
Union,'' Defense Secretary ,Caspar W. Wein­
berger said Wednesday. 
Weinberger released a study asserting the 
Soviets have targeted specific American defense 
contractors and universities; are acquiring 
thousands of technical reportS that are not 
classified but are useful, and are diverting high­
tech equipment designed for one purpose but 
which can be used in weapons programs. 
"By their own estimate, more than 5,000 
Soviet military research projects each year are 
benefiting significantly from Western acquired 
technology,'' Weinberger said at a news con­
ference. 
The report said that while comprehensive 
figures are not available, the Soviets estimate 
they saved at least $640 million in 1980 alone on 
selected military research projects by ob 
Western technology. 
Neither Weinberger nor Assistant De� 
Secretary Richard Perle, who later b · 
reporters on the study, would elaborate on 
sources used to measure the Soviet effort. 
But the report, said Perle, should l 
efforts by the United States to "even up" 
number of Soviet diplomats allowed to o 
here compared with the Americans in the 
Union. The United States and its allies sh 
also consider "a system of blacklisting" 
prevent Soviet agents who are expelled from 
country from gaining posts in another 
nation," he added. 
Perle said he would recommend that Pres' 
Reagan not discuss any broader scientific 
educational ties with the Soviets when he 
with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev 
November. 
Ag women denied t-shirt sales 
CHAMPAIGN-If FarmAid is for farmers, then 
members of the Illinois Women for Agriculture want to 
know why they can't sell their "Ulinois Farmer Feeds You" 
T-shirts at Sunday's concert. 
German spy couple defect 
But a FarmAid spokeswoman says there's good reason. 
Officials want to be certain all such profits go to FarmAid. 
Some Women for Agriculture members in central Illinois 
say they have run into roadblocks since trying to obtain 
permission to sell their $10.50 shirts inside Memorial 
Stadium on the University of Illinois campus. · 
The 14-hour concert is expected to raise about $50 million 
to help America's financially troubled farmers. 
"Either we go to the street or nothing,'' said Rhonda 
Sosamon of Deland, a member of the women's agricultural 
group. "As a farm organization, we don't feel we should 
have to go to the street.'' 
No court delay _despite surgery 
BONN, West Germany-The government 
rejected a request to tape the telephone of a 
couple who defected to East Germany, although 
the husband had been suspected for years, an 
Interior Ministry official said Wednesday. 
The defections of Herbert and Herta-Astrid 
Willner were announced Tuesday. She was a 
secretary in Chancellor Helmut Kohl's office and 
he worked for a foundation linked to a party in 
the conservative government coalition. 
West Germany's growing spy scandal began 
early in August with the first of several def ec­
tions and there are increasing demands that 
Interior Minister Friederich Zimmeman resign. 
One defector was Hans-Joachim Tiedge, the man 
in charge of �tching East German spies. 
Hans Neusel, the ministry official, told a news 
conference that Herberg Willner had been u 
surveillance sporadically for 12 years and Ti 
who defected Aug. 19, was in charge of the 
He said Kohl was informed Aug. 28 that 
Willner was being watched because her hus 
was suspected of spying for communist 
Germany, but agreed with ministry officials 
there was not enough evidence to justify ta 
the couple's phone or reading their mail. 
Willner, 45, was a secretary in the dom 
affairs department of the chancellery. 
By that time the Willners were out of 
country. They left Aug. 12 for a vacati 
Spain and are believed to have gone to 
Germany at the end of the month, Neusel 
adding that Tiedge may have warned them. 
KANSAS CITY,' Mo.-A trial involving reputed 
organized crime figures who allegedly skimmed profits from 
Las Vegas, Nevada casinos will begin Sept. 23 as planned, 
despite recent surgery for one defendant. 
Burris to run for attorney general 
Joseph J. Aiuppa, 77, of Chicago, who had knee sugery 
earlier this month, is expected to appear at the trial, a 
spokesman for U.S. District Judge Joseph E. Stevens Jr. 
said following a Wednesday hearing on the defendant's 
health. 
Another defendant, Anthony J. Spilotro, 47 of Las 
Vegas, is recovering from heart bypass surgery. A decision 
about when Spilotro would be tried was expected later this 
week, the spokesman said.. 
· 
The two are among 15 original defendants from Kansas 
City, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee and Las Vegas who 
were charged with seizing control of the Argent Corp. and 
skimming about $2 million in gambling receipts from the 
Stardust and Fremont casinos. 
SPRINGFIELD-Predicting he would suc­
cessfully tiptoe through the minefield of Illinois 
Democratic politics over the next few months, 
Comptroller, Roland Burris on Wednesday 
formally announced his plans to run for state 
attorney general. 
Burris, the first black ·elected to major 
statewide office in Illinois, wants to move up a 
notch o� the Democratic ticket and in the job 
now held by Attorney General Neil Hartigan, 
who hopes to be the party's candidate for 
governor next year. . 
Chajrman Edward Vrdolyak, Burris said,' 
going to walk it." 
Burris and other prominent Democrats 
may find themselves caught in the middle 
party scrap in the governor's race, with � 
U.S. Senator Adlai Stevenson expected t 
again for the Executive Mansion. 
A supporter of Hartigan, Burris sidestep 
question asking if he would back Steve 
the primary next March if Stevenson is sla 
party leaders this fall. 
The Democratic State Central Com 
meets in late November to endorse candidat 
statewide office in the primary .. 
Asked if he could walk the line between the 
bitter party foes in Chicago, Mayor Harold 
---------..,----..,....,..-�---W_ll_�_h_in_u_t_n_n st_n.,r\ Cook County Demo�ratic 
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"All of Me is a 
funny, offbeat 
comedy . . .  I was 
laughing from 
beginning to end. 
-Roger Ebert 
AT THE MOVIES 
Tickets at 
the Union Box'Offic 
1 1 -3 p.m. 
Starring 
Steve Martin - Lily Tomlin 
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Ak·ins outlines 
boa�d selections, 
1 O seats filled 
By A.L. LANDERS 
Staff writer 
Newly appointed student senators swarmed the ten 
empty seats available around the student senate table 
following their formal appointments at Wednesday's 
senate meeting. 
Filling the off-campus district seats were Dan· 
Treisam, Dan Mclean, Gary Johnson and Kim 
Steadman. 
Chosen to fill the three seats from the at-large 
district were Nancy Wagner, Brian Minogue, and 
Sharon Datlovsky. 
Stephanie Burks, Mike Reardon and Tim Grieter 
w� occupy the three seats available from the resident 
hall district. 
In addition, board appointments were announced, 
although concern was earlier expressed about a lack 
of volunteers. 
Student Body President Floyd Akins said he 
rect:fted 12 board applications in one run Wednesday 
afternoon, enough to fill all of the board positions. 
Preparing for Saturday's home game, Fred of the O'Brien Stadium end zone. 
er repaints the Panther nickname in the grass· 
Appoiilted to Judicial Board were John Mennick, 
Mark Hartz, Elizabeth Zuber, Bruce DeRuntz, Dan 
Ziccarelli and Doug Gossett; Performing and Visual 
Arts Board, Steve Johnson, Gina Brown, John 
Durante 1and Charice Shianna; Union Board, Barry 
Shawgo; Council On Academic Affairs, Darin 
DeVriese; Health Service Board, Karen Abrams and 
Marsha Marlow; Apportionment Board, Ed Simp­
son; Housing Board, Mark Olson; Publications 
Board, Barry Shawgo. 
itain _ends spy spat with Soviets 
NOON (AP)-Britain called a halt Wednesday 
exchange of diplomatic expulsions that began 
the KGB's top agent in London defected. The 
came after the Soviet Union ordered six more 
s out, making the score 31-31. 
e Kremlin, in its first major diplomatic im­
io since Mikhail S. Gorbachev assumed power 
h 11, took the unusual decision to retaliate in 
Britain started the scrap by expelling 25 alleged 
Soviet agents last Thursday on information provided 
by Oleg A. Gordievski, 46, identified by the Foreign 
Office as the KGB station chief in Britain who 
defected recently and received political asylum. 
Gordievski is reported to have been a double agent 
for up to 15 years. 
In other business, Senator Mike Regan outlined a 
plan for distribution of student discount cards after 
they are completed. 
Regan said the cards will be placed in resident hall 
mai! boxs first, followed by distribution to frater­
nities and sororities, and finally tables will be 'set Up' -
in the Union where students living off-campus can 
pick up their cards. 
numbers to Britain's expulsion of 25 alleged 
t spies last Thursday and six more on Monday. 
The Soviet Union responded on Saturday, ignoring 
London's warning not to retaliate and ordering an 
equal number of Britons out of Moscow. 
Foreign Office said after Moscow completed 
ond round Wednesday that it would not evict 
ore Soviets, insisting that it had not backed 
and that Britain had come out ahead. 
cycle of ejections reduced the number of 
h citizens in Moscow from 103 to 72 and the 
er of Soviets in London from 234 to 203. 
On Monday, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's 
government ' expelled six more men it said were 
second-rank intelligence operatives, and the Kremlin 
matched that Wednesday by ejecting six more 
B'ritons. 
"We plan to include an information sheet with the 
cards so people will know how to use them," Regan 
said. 
· · 
Student Senate will meet again next Wednesday when 
it holds its 7 p.m. meeting in the University Union. 
Agenda topics will be known early next week. Those declar.ed unwelcome by both sides were 
allowed three weeks to leave. 
ducation administration focus of program 
university-wide Administrative 
opment Program, sponsore(i by 
president's office, will focus on 
aspects of higher education 
· istration. 
lty, civil service, and ad-
tratve/professional staff can 
for the three-phase program. 
gram Director Judith Anderson 
the program is aimed at "those 
wish to have a comprehensive 
iew of higher education ad­
tration. 
m really excited about the interest 
in the program," Anderson 
said. "We've received 20 applications 
in the first two days." 
The program, scheduled to begin 
Oct. 17 , consists of six three-hour 
sessions that will be held on six con­
secutive Thursday evenings from 4 to 7 
p.m. 
Carreer planning workshops will be 
a major part 'of the program, Anderson 
said. 
"People fail to ask themselves what 
they're going to do for the rest of their 
lives,"  Anderson said. "Hopefully we 
can give them some guidance in this 
area." 
She said 20 applicants would be 
selected for participation in the 
HELP WANTED!!! 
Be a Miller Girl 
and have more than a job ... 
Miller Girl Applications 
Neoga Room in the 
Union 4-6:00 p.m. 
Thursday, Sept. 19 
program. 
"We're hoping for a wide range of 
diversified participants as well as a 
balanced group from all three areas 
(c i v i l  s e r vi c e ,  f a c u l t y, a d­
ministrative/proffessional),'' An­
derson said. 
Working directly with program 
participants will be Virginia Vogel, an 
expert in career planning, Joyce 
Felstehausen, of the Co-op Education 
Department, and Kent Beeler of the 
Educational Psychology and Guidance 
Department. 
"We are very fortunate to have 
. people of this . caliber right here on 
campus, "  Anderson said. "All of these 
people are experienced in workshops of 
this type." 
The President's Council has ap­
proved up to four openings in the 
Administrative Internship phase of the 
program. To be eligible for the in­
ternship phase, participants must have 
taken part in the workshop phases of 
the program. 
Anderson. said the Administrative 
Development Program is not designed 
to groom people for future positions in 
the university's administration, and 
participants would not be given special 
preference when there are openings in 
administration positions. 
,--------------------------------, 
I CHECKOUT EASTERN'S TED' I I ,,_.,ENTERTAINMENT CENTER s I 
Tonite ''ADMIT ONE''! 
with Dave Johnson Songs from · 1 
The Fixx, Springsteen, Bryan Adams, I 
Billy Idol, Police ,. 1 
* DRINK SPECIALS * I 
pitchers I $200 Mlllerllteor ·75$ I , · Old Style · Screwdrivers 1 
GET IN FOR 50$ FROM 8-10 w/coupon 1 
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Weaver merits 
:support in push 
for-student vote 
State Rep. Mike Weaver, A-Charleston, 
should be commended for his persistence. 
Eastern's governing body, the Board of 
Governors, lacks the student voice, but 
Weaver is trying to change that. Last spring, 
he pushed for an amendment to put a 
.-..f>tl:lQ�nt yoting member on the board. The 
··Edit I I amendment scored a or a stunning victory in the 
Illinois House of 
Representatives, passing by a margin of 64-
24. However, it later died in th'e state 
senate's executive committee and never 
reached the senate floor. 
That's unfortunate, particularly in light of 
the immense impact the BOG has on every 
student on this campus, and on the cam­
puses of the other four BOG schools. 
There is some validity to the argument 
against putting a student vote on the board, 
namely that a student serving a one-year 
term ·might have very little impact on BOG 
decisions. 
However,, a little impact is better than no 
impact at all, which is generally what 
students have now. And if the opposition is 
still worried about the lack of impact in a 
one-y.ear student term, the obvious solution 
is to �xtend that term to two years. 
Weaver attributes the failure of his 
amendment in the senate to 1.ot having done 
enough "homework," and not building a 
strong enough support base in the senate. 
But one can hardly criticize him for that. 
The idea is further along than it has ever 
been. And, most importantly, he assures us 
he is gearing up for a second push on this 
amendment. 
The BOG controls how much tuition we 
pay, what our housing costs are and a wide 
range of other decisions which directly 
affect students. Yet, the student voice is 
still absent from the BOG. There is no 
excuse for denying adults a voice in the 
issues that affect them. 
We commend Weaver on his near­
success in getting a student voting member 
on the BOG, and support his continued 
efforts to make that proposal a reality. 
STUDEN1Sr 
Blacks ·ne.ed strong, peaceful leader 
to bring change in apartheid S. Africa 
Blacks are dying by the hundreds in South Africa, 
and nobody is doing much to help. Without an ef­
fective and peaceful leader, and without the use of 
America's political muscle to promote change, it's 
just a matter of time until blacks resort to a violent 
revolution to relieve their oppression. 
And who can blame them? While apartheid's 
stranglehold has choked the life out of more than 
600 blacks and resulted in the arrest of more than 
1 , 500, confusion has risen to the point where blacks 
are fighting and killing each other. The government 
has banned the main opposition party, the African 
National Congress, and imprisoned its leader, Nelson 
Mandela, for life. 
The state of emergency declared by the govern­
ment two months ago tightened the stranglehold. 
Riots are frequent and violent. The police are 
arresting more and more, and the blacks are turning 
their frustration inward and hurting each other. It 
seems the only person who can take hold of the 
situation and give the peaceful anti-apartheid 
movement direction i$ Bishop Desmond Tutu. 
However, things may not be as-they seem. Where 
is Tutu in the moment of crisis? He is pacifying the 
people and the government. He is calming the waters 
of revolution. This will not lead to a decrease in the 
oppression. It will only serve to strengthen it. 
The whole point of all the trouble in South Africa is 
real reform, not the slow decay of the decadent 
system of apartheid and the subtle imbedding of a 
more 9evious system of oppression. The refusal to 
make real changes was demonstrated in South 
African President P.W. Botha's "manifesto" 
delivered last month to the ruling National Party. 
Botha continues to deny blacks the one person-one 
vote ideal that is basic to all legitimate democracies. 
He aiSo announced renewed efforts to quell any 
uprising; as he spoke, the white minority-controlled 
government imposed 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. curfews in 
Letter policy 
Cross view: 
The Daily Egyp 
several blac"°townships. 
Tutu is telling his people to be calm wh 
should be angry. He is telling the governm 
they must give a little when they need to 
everything. 
If true revolution is to occur in South Africa, 
must be a complete revolt that. will not just w· 
apartheid, but will abolish the leaders and the 
they created. If this is not done peacefully, as 
under the leadership of Mohandas Gandhi, 
tense frustration among blacks will surface · 
not peacefully . 
· 
The problem with violent revolutions is not 
people will be killed, it is that the strug 
usually self destructing. And nothing short 
complete overhaul of the economic and 
establishment will result in.true freedom for all 
of South Africa. 
The pain of oppression in South Africa is 
worse day by day. So far, America's attempts. 
abolish apartheid have been ineffective. If a 
with a peaceful and effective dirt:tction for 
change in the structure of the South 
government does not arise, and one who 
merely calm the waters of revolution as T 
pressed blacks will be given no choice but to 
in a bloody, and probably ineffective, revoluti 
-This column's author, Thomas Atkins, is 
page editor of the Southern 11/lnols U 
Cflbondale Daily Egyptian. 
Kevin McDermott's regular column, "Off the 
will appear again Thursday. 
The Daily Eastern News 
welcomes letters to the editor 
from any reader addressing 
issues relating to . the campus 
community. 
letters containing more than three 
authors will be published unless 
further specified. 
otherwise specified by the 
prior to publication. 
Names will be withh 
upon justifiable request. 
The name and telephone 
number of at least one author 
must be submitted with each 
letter to the editor. 
Onl the first three names from 
Letters submitted without a 
name (or with a pseudonym) or 
without a telephone number or 
other means of verifying 
authorships will not be published. 
Authorship of letters will be 
verified b telephone or by means 
Letters should not exc 
words. Letters which ex 
250-word limit will be 
standards with author's 
mission. 
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esearch: Scientist says spending surge needed to speed hunt for AIDS cure, vaccine 
(AP) -The 
n's best-known AIDS scientist 
now is the time for a research 
ng surge-"a minor moon shot" 
to it-to speed the search for a 
d vaccine for the dread disease. 
e need· more funds and people," 
. Robert Gallo of the National 
Institute. 
This. is the last in a four-part series 
concerning , the medicinal, . emotional 
and social aspects of Acquired /11Jmune 
Deficiency Syndrome 
the ·government's highest 
g health expert counters that 
g . would be accomplished by 
increasing spending now. · advances that ·by ·· all accounts. '. have 
inary tests with· more than 100 .been.phenomenal. · 
· so far -have shown too little Arid if the sums_ seem paltry in 
to justify _ expensive, . large- . comparison to billions of dollars 'for 
human _·experiments, said or: military hardware, or even t<?·the $1:13 
Mason, assi.stant secretary for billion fiscaf 1986 budget for . the 
in the . Department of .Health National Cancer Institute, i_t represents· 
Human Services. 
· 
a huge increase. from ·the AIDS-
. Henry Waxman, D-Calif .• who designated totals of $S.S million in 
led the fight for mote .federal ' 1982 iind $14.S million in 198�. . · 
, charges simple prejudice in Government officials and resear-
ing. He contends that if AIDS chers alike take issue with the con­
s were Chamber of Commerce tentions of some critics that little is 
bers . rather than primarily being done and that the United States · 
sexual men, the Reagan ad- is lagging behind scientists in other 
tration would have poured money countries such as �ranee, where actor 
research. Rock Hudson turned for treatment this 
frey Levi , political director for summer. 
ational Gay Task Force, said of Gallo, asked directly whether the 
ministration's attitude: "I don't United States had put enough money 
it' s  anti-gay; I think it's anti- into AIDS research, said , " On one 
ing" in general. 
· 
side, you can complain . On another, 
the argument continues, research you marvel. 
on. "The advances in studying the agent 
era! research money-more than · and mechanism . of the disease have 
million this year, about $126 probably been. faster than any disease 
for 1986-has supported in history ,"  said Gallo, a co-discoverer 
Dozen Roses 
, s1 2°0 wrapped 
Sweethearts 
s5oo wrapped 
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Read The Classifieds 
of the virus. "The bulk of the light of the way the Reagan ad­
molecular and cell biology that is ministration has set up research trade­
pushing forth our knowledge about offs, said Levi of the National Gay 
AIDS is coming from the United Task Force. 
States. · 
· 
He noted that the administration's 
"I believe that in the past five, or recent agreement to add $41 million to 
six, or seven months, we reached a the 1986 AIDS budget was on con­
stage where many basic advances can dition that the same amount be sub­
be applied," he added. · · tracted from other research areas. He 
"We've reached a stage for a minor. suggested health institute ad­
. moon shot program. Maybe not quite· mini.strators were less likely to yell for 
that much money, but somewhat more more AIDS money when they know it 
·than now. I'm saying we now ·have. comes from other projects . 
. data . to· begin· looking at' bigger . Strugglers among researchers, 
programs, We . couldn't say ·that disease victims and officials ·holding 
before." ' · ' · · · · · · · federal purse strings are not unusual. . 
Whaf Gallo and ·other researchers Mason said demands for AIDS money 
·want are "controlled clinical trials;P "don't inean you can walk away from 
carer lilly monitored programs in which ·other disease problems" such as cancer 
some patients are given .one drug or a and heart disease. 
combination while others get different 
· 
However, Health and Human 
drugs . Only· in. such expensive com- Services Secretary Margaret Heckler · 
parison trials can patient improvement has declared the AIDS fight the ad­
be statistically linked to the treatment ministration's top health priority. And 
rather than to chance or some un- Mason, who is also director of the 
controlled factor. Federal Centers fpr Disease Control, 
But Mason said recently, "At this has said that "lack of money is not 
point in time, the outcome or the slowing down this nation in its 
symptoms have not been altered by any progress" against the disease. 
drug, and until we get a drug where The biggest chunks of research 
you can alter those symptoms and alter money go to three federal agencies: the 
those outcomes, cliniCal trials are really National Institutes of Health, the CDC 
not indicated. " and the Food and Drug Ad-
And for all of Gallo's optimism , ministration. 
there is no indication that top officials Dozens of research universities and 
at the National Institutes of Health institutes , including Sloan-Kettering, 
have sought more research money. UCLA, Johns Hopkins and others , 
But that shouldn't be surprising in also have grants for AIDS work. 
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.Sem i nars planned to hel 
students write resumes 
By PAULA BONDUELLE 
Staff writer 
Resume writing and interviewing 
. seminars focusing on content and 
format will be presented this month in 
the Union addition Charleston­
Mattoon room. 
James Knott, Director of Career 
Planning and Placement, said he urges 
anyone who would like to learn to 
develop their skills in resume writing to 
attend the free seminars . 
"We always have room. I'vt:: never 
had to turn anyone away, " Knott said. 
Knott said the seminars are designed 
to give students knowledge in writing 
good resumes which can lead to in­
terviews and possibly to jobs.  
·Resume seminars will be conducted 
at 11 a.m.  Thursday, 4 p.m.  Mo 
2:30 p.m.  Tuesday and 10  
Wednesday. 
Interviewing seminars will 
conducted at 3:30 p.m.  Thur 
a .m.  Monday, and noon Tuesday. 
Knott, who will be directi 
seminars, said he has done read· 
the subjects and has seen and cri · 
thousands of resumes . . 
He said he has conducted s' 
seminars at Eastern for the past 
years . Last year's seminar dr 
people . . 
"The main objective of the se 
is for students to share ideas 
look at examples of resumes in or 
develop a unique and pe 
resume, "  Knott said . 
Summer research award 
j open to Eastern student 
LISA HOFFERT I Staff photographer 
By KAREN GOODWIN 
Staff writer 
· Eastern students interested in 
conducting research may be eligible for 
the $2,200 Younger Scholars Award. 
Senior Program Officer Elon 
Bransom said Younger Scholars 
Award applications are available at 
Eastern's  Placement Office located in 
the Student Services Building. 
The awards are available to students 
under the age of 21 who are U.S.  
citizens or have lived in  the country for 
at least three years, he said . 
willing to work for nine weeks d 
the summer months researching 
writing a paper. 
The paper, whose research is 
ducted under the supervision 
humanities scholar, will be writ 
fields  l ike  h is tory , literal 
philosophy or other social sciences. 
· Bransom said although no aca 
credit may be received for the re 
the $2,200 award may be a 
toward the student's education at 
school of their choice. 
All applications must be return 
Greeted with a howl , Dave Kamp is met by his dog , Louie,  who waited 
impatiently Wednesday for his owner to return from inside the Union. 
The · program, Bransom said, is 
directed towards individuals who are 
Nov. 1 .  
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THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
Sixth & Buchanan 
"one block north of Old Main" 
Thurs . & Sat . 
8 p .m . - 1 a. m .  
Friday 1 4  p .rri . - 1 a .m .  





7-1 1  p.m . 
See the Bears Beat the Vikings 
on our Big Screen TV 
FREE DRINKS & POPCORN 
for Bears Fans Wearing a Bears ' Shirt 
Jacket, T-shirt, or any other Bears Garment 
l!ocated in the Rathskeller ( Basement- East Win 
The Dally wtern N ews 
Outside study 
Cammy Kramer ,  left , and Teresa Ethridge seem 
to be having trouble holding up their heads 
Thursday, September 1 9, 1 985 
\'"'' 
• 
KEVIN R. SMITH I Staff photographer 
Wednesday as they take advantage of the day's 
sunshine to get a l ittle studying done.  
Grecians may try for scholarsh i ps · 
By STEVE SMITH 
Staff writer 
Eastern women of Greek descent may be eligible 
for scholarships up to $ 1 ,000 offered by the Greek 
Woman's  University Club of Chicago. 
Scholarship committee chairman Constance 
Mitchell said the Greek Woman's  University Club of 
Chicago annually awards scholarships to females of 
Hellenic descent who have at least one parent of 
Greek origin. 
She said an applicant must be U . S .  citizen, a 
resident of the Chicago metropolitan area, currently 
enrolled a§ a sophomore, junior or senior and have a 
3 . 0  grade point average or higher. 
Mitchell said the Club distributed the applications 
to 30 universities and Greek churches . 
Although 13 applications have been received this 
year, it is still too early to predict the number of 
scholarships to be awarded, she said . Six scholarships 
were awarded last year. . 
Applications , which are due Nov. 9, can be picked 
up in the Financial Aids Office located in the upper 
east wing of the Student Services Building. 
RHA cou ld tri ple 
in size after vote 
taken at meet ing 
By AMY CARR 
Staff writer 
1 
The Residence Hall Association plans to vote 
Thursday on proposed constitution changes which 
could triple the RHA representation. 
The change, i f  passed, requires one voting member 
for each 1 00  residents in a hall . Currently, the 
constitution allows for one representative for each 
350 residents . 
Another change would allow the RHA to have it 
permanent meeting place in the Union . The con ­
stitution requires RHA to meet in a differen t 
residence hall each week. 
Dave Ascolani, RHA president, said that i f  RHA 
representation was increased, it would be given a 
permanent meeting place. However, he said if the 
change does not pass, the RHA meetings wi ll con­
tinue to rotate among the residence hal ls . 
A two-thirds majority will be required to pass the 
constitution changes at the meeting scheduled for 5 
p . m .  Thursday in the I llinois Room of Stevenson 
Hall . 
National Communications Coordinator Penny 
Jones will inform the group about the Great Lakes 
Association of College and University Residence 
Halls conference . The conference is · scheduled for 
Oct . 31-Nov . 2 at Western I llinois University in 
!'\1acomb . 
In  1 86 1 , it was written 
in th e Ch icago Tim e s :  
' ' It 's  a newspaper's d uty 
to prin t the news and raise h ell . "  
Don 't m iss o ut on the fun .  
Read the N ew s. . ."J< .. � , 
' 'Interested in 
LA W SCHOOL!? ' '  
Come to Min i-Caravan 
SIGMA CHI 
Today 
Meet reps from B 
Midwestern Law Schools. 
Reps Avai lable from 9-1 0:45 
on 3rd floor of Union. 
Collective presentation 
from 1 0:45 to 1 1  :30 
in the Tuscola Room. 
FO KER 
·• 
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well as diplomacy. "  
He quoted Reagan as telling the freed American, 
"You are an inspiration to the people of this country 
and to all who might fmd themselves in situations of 
similar adversity. "  
Simon's amendment could ki l l  
farmhand immigration program 
A native of Salt Lake City, Weir graduated from 
Princeton Theological Seminary. He served as a 
pastor in· oBkland, Calif. and as a U.S. Army 
chaplain before being appointed t6 Lebanon as a 
missionary in 1953. Fluent in Arabic, he worked with 
the National Evangelical Synod of Syria and 
Lebanon and was active in humanitarian activities 
and relief programs in Lebanon. 
When Weir was kidnapped, a man claiming to 
represent Islamic Holy War or Islamic Jihad, a 
terrorist group, told the French news agency Agence 
France Press dult his organization was behind the 
incident. . , . . . . 
The caller ·  said · Weir's abduction was meant to 
"reiterate our commitment to the first statement we 
made after the U.S; Marine headquarters blast that 
we won't allow any American on Lebanese soil. "  
. The group had claiined responsibilitY. for the Oct. 
23, 1 983. truck bombing_ of Marine headquarters at 
Beirut airport, which killed 241, as well as attackS on 
a French paratroop building in Beirut ;ind an Israeli 
post in southern Lebanon. · 
The Americans· who remain captive and the dates · 
they were kidnapped are: 
· 
•William Buckley, 56, U.S. Embassy political 
officer, March 1 6, 1 984. . 
•Peter ·Kilburn, 60, a librarian at the American 
University of Beirut, Dec. 3 ,  1 984. 
•The Rev. Lawrence Jenco, SO, a Roman Catholic 
priest, Jan. 8, 1985. 
•Terry . Anderson, 37, chief Middle East 
correspondent for the Associated Press, March 16,  
1985 . 
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate voted 
Wednesday for an immigration-bill amendment 
that could phase out, within 33 months of 
enactment, a program to admit up to 350,000 
foreign farm laborers into the country. 
The proposal by Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill. ignited 
the third debate in a week on the need for foreign 
farmhands, and nullified some of the gains made 
Tuesday by growers of perishable crops. · . 
In the Tuesday vote, an amendment to admit 
the foreigners passed without any provisions to 
end the progpm if it didn't work. 
Simon . and- his backers argued that the 
foreigners would take jobs form AmeriCJDS, while 
Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif . •  said on behalf of the 
irowers that U.S. workers would not take jobs 
. now held by undocumented workers . 
First, the Senate voted 55-41 to defeat a motion 
by Wilson. t9 table, or kill, Simon's phaseout · 
proposal. The amendment then wu. approved by 
voice .vote. . . 
Simon's measure would Permit Congress to 
terminate the foreign workers program within 33 
months after the bill became law. . · 
The overall legislation attempts to stop the 
hemorrhage of illegal immignints, primarily . by 
imposing fines against employers who knowingly 
hire them. 
In addition to penalties of up to $ 1 0,000 per 
illegal worker, the bill would provide an ad­
ditional $ 1 6.7 million in enforcement funds over a 
two-year period, mostly to the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. 
The measure would grant amnesty within three 
years to illegal aliens who arrived in the country 
before Jan. 1 ,  1980, and provide up to $3 billion 
over six years to reimburse states for social ser­
vices to those who are legalized. 
The immigration agency estimated that more 
than 2 million aliens would gain amnesty under 
Simpson's cutoff date. 
The amendment favored · by growers of 
perishable fruits and vegetables would allow up to 
350;000 foreign· field hands in the country at one 
- time, to pick the crops when they ripen. 
Organized labor and Simpson tried to beat back 
the amendment by arguing the jobs should be 
filled by American$ or an existing program. that 
admits some 20,000 foreign workers annually. 
. . Only last week, Simpson managed to have a 
similar amendment, without a limitation on the 
number of workers, tabled by a 50-48 vote. Both 
growers' amendments were sponsored by Wilson. 
A staff aide · to Sen. Howard · M. Metzenbaum · 
said approyal of the growers' amendm�nt turned 
the Ohio Democrat form a supporter of Simpson's 
· bill to an opponent. 
"He was a supporter, but the Wilson amend­
ment changed that," said the aide, who spoke on 
co.ndition he not identified. "They've lost a lot of 
liberal support and put the reform movement in 
jeopardy. ' '  
David Carle, press spokesman for Sen. Paul 
Simon, D-Ill . ,  said before final Senate con­
sideration, "He's inclined to vote against it . "  
•David Jacobsen, 54, director of the American 
University hospital, May 28, 1985 . 
•Thomas Sutherland, 53,  dean of agriculture at the 
American University, June 9, 1985 . 
Check out scoreboard fqr up-to-date statistics ! 
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Alisa Warren 
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Rod Mathis • • •  
(Miami, FL-Central), junior 
linebacker, had five tackles 
including two fumble 
recoveries, a forced fumble, 
a tackle for a loss, and 
shared another TFL in EIU's �win over Indiana State. 
Maura Lefevour . • •  � 
(Oak Park) hit over . 400 in 
four matches last week in 
leading the Lady Panthers to I 
a five-match winning streak 1 
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____ from page 1 
lieves people contributing to Far- The nearly 80,000 tickets for the 
mAid would have opposed political use concert were sold out in three days. 
of the funds. The Nashville Network is televising 12  
State Agriculture Director Larry hours of  the concert to  cable sub­
Werries has said most Illinois farmers scribers and has syndicated a three­
oppose production controls . hour segment to more than 100 
Nelson will do some personal television stations, including super-
lobbying, however. station WGN-TV of Chicago. 
He, Mellencamp and Young were to FarmAid already has drawn at least 
meet Thursday behind closed doors $ 1 .8 million in corporate donations, an 
ith members of the Senate aide to Illinois Gov . James R. 
Agriculture Committee to discuss the Thompson said . General Motors and 
problems and ways to distribute Chevrolet each pledged $500,000, 
concert proceeds, the committee while Miller Brewing Co. had pledged 
announced Wednesday. $300,000; and Sears, Roebuck and 
Fifty country and western, rock, Co. , $225 ,000. 
blues and bluegrass performers are Much of the material, time and 
'ned up for FarmAid at the University manpower involved in putting the 
of Illinois football stadium. Included c o n c e r t  t o g e t h e r  h a s  b e e n  
on the list are Nelson, John Cougar donated-including all the per­
Mellencamp, Neil Young, Bob Dylan, formances . Total expenses for staging 
the Beach Boys , Glen Campbell, Lacy the concert will be approximately 
J. Dalton, Waylon Jennings, Billy . $500,000, Thompson's aide said . 
Joel, Joni Mitchell and B.B.  King. 
CALL: 345-9084 ... 
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If ·Elizabeth Barrett 
and Robert Browni� had 
AT&T's.60%and 40%discounts, 
it would have been a terrible 
And of course, she wouldn't have had to 
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's 
length, either. 
After all, you can aiways think of one 
- more way to tell someone you love them 
when you're on the phone. 
Let us count the ways you can save. 
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or 
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday, 
and you'll save 60% off AThT's Day Rate 
I ? ... ; .. . · . I � ,.  . �-
on your state-to-state calls. 
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday 
through Friday, and you11 save 40% on your 
state-to-state calls. 
So when you're asked to choose a long 
distance company, choose AThT. Because 
with AThT's 60% and 40% discounts, you 
can satisfy your heart's desire without 
exhausting your means. 
Reach out and touch someone� 
ATs.T 
,c, 1985 AT&T Communications 
The right choice. 
Thursday' s  
tember 1 9  1 98 5 
Key freshmen 
elp boaters 
to quick start 
· Eastern's  soccer coach Cizo Mosnia knows what 
's like to struggle early. 
Last season, the hooters stalled in the blocks, with 
0-2 start that put their gears in reverse. But this 
on, the Panther hooters are moving in the right 
·rection-fast forward. 
The Panthers are 3-0- 1 and Mosnia attributes the 
sitive start to the talented collection of skillful 
eshmen. 
"I  think the group of freshmen we have has put a 
t of pressure on the returning players . Everyone is 
tting in 100 percent, ' '  Mosnia said. 
The list of freshman recruits is an extensive one, 1 2  
all, but all worth the recognition they so  richly 
erve, Mosnia added. 
Greg Muhr, Craig Hartman, Larry Pretto, Matteo 
ccamanno, Mark Noffert and Scott Taylor have 
n the front runners of the hooter machine. 
While Danny Egan, Kevin Rogan, Dave Hebeda, 
ike McCue-a walk on-and injury-ridden Curt 
chuk display their abilities in spot situations but 
ey contribute just the same, Mosnia said. 
"Greg Muhr has been playing with the team 
larly,"  Mosnia said . "He's on the verge of 
king the line up as a fullback. "  
Muhr's  play has also been praised by team captain 
'ck Lansing. 
"He's a really good player, " Lansing said. 
�They're all very highly skilled freshman,"  he ad-
Of course, Hartman and Pretto have been the 
rnerstone of the freshman movement. Both are 
gular starters on the squad, Mosnia said. 
And both players are improving with each game. 
"Hartman is surprising because he takes care of 
'mself so well . He's very lanky and he's  very skinny. 
used to think if someone gave him a good knock, it 
ould end his season. But he takes care of himself, " 
osnia added. 
Mosnia said Pretto still has to adjust to soccer 
merican style. 
"They (Canadians and Europeans) play long ball 
d run .  He loves to play the break, just like in 
ketball when a player has a fast break,"  he said . 
"Our style is more ball possesion. We try to create 
'tuations, " · Mosnia added. 
Despite the need for · adjustments, Pretto has 
ored a goal in every game except the 0-0 tie against 
acMurray College. 
Size seems to be the only thing holding superlative 
lback Saccomanno out of the starting line-up .  The 
foot-6 Saccomanno is "one of the most skillful 
layers on the team," Mosnia said. 
"College soccer is very physical and his size 
ncerns me when he (Saccomanno) is in the game. 
e just needs to be knocked around a bit until he 
dens,"  Mosnia joked. 
Since returning from the trainer's  room, Noffert 
netted two goals in four games, Mosnia said. 
"Apparently his knee injury and the new players 
'nly forward Pretto) has kept him out of the 
ing line-up. He has a real battle for a forward 
t. But he has the tools to start right now," Mosnia 
ed. 
Taylor had been doing a great job until he suffered 
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LARRY PETERSEN I Staff photographer 
Judy Pianos attempts to spike a shot over a much Despite the loss, the spikers are off to the best start 
taller I l l ini  player during the Panthers three game ever at 9- 2 .  
white washing at Assembly Hall Tuesday n ight . 
Spikers take U of I defeat in stride, 
still ha�g on to best start in .history 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
Despite being sidetracked by 
1 6th-ranked Illinois Tuesday, 
Eastern's  volleyball team is off to 
its best start in history and is 
hoping to keep things rolling 
Thursday at Indiana State. 
The Panthers' 9-2 start bested 
the previous record of 7-3 by the 
1 982 and 1983 Eastern squads. 
Indiana State enters the contest 
with a 3-7 record. · 
Although both the Panthers and 
Sycamores are in the Gateway 
Collegiate Athletic Conference, 
Thursday's match will be a non­
conference contest. 
"Our team has really surprised 
me,"  Eastern coach Betty Ralston 
said. "We have been able to play·a 
lot of people almost every match.  
That should help us immensely 
during the Gateway season. 
"The sign of a good team is 
when somebody picks another 
person up during a slump. We 
have been doing that this season. "  
Eastern has indeed featured a 
balanced attack this fall. Junior 
Maura LeFevour leads the team 
with a . 359 hitting percentage. 
LeFevour, the Gateway Player­
of-the-Week, also paces Eastern in 
block solos (8) and block assists 
(20) . 
Senior middle hitter Lori Berger 
ranks second on the Panthers in 
service aces ( 1 8) ,  block assists ( 1 8) 
-�--
and block solos (5) . .  
Senior outside hitter Misty 
BuckhoJd contributes a .301 
hitting pecentage, five block solos 
and 1 7  block assists . 
Senior outside hitter Judy 
Planos's  84 kills arid 53 digs are 
second on the team. 
Sophomore Diane Eiserman is 
the Panthers' leader in kills ( 1 1 8) ,  
attempts (25 1), digs (77) and 
service aces (20). 
Sophomore setter Jeanne 
Pacione ranks among the Gateway 
leaders with 325 assists . 
Also expected to see plenty of 
action against the Sycamores are 
defensive specialist Pandora Nelis 
and middle hitter Gianna Galanti . 
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TEN LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 
.. , . : · .QlTi\.NTITIES LIMITED 
Find your match & win a t.-sh irt · 
(hundreds to be given away! ) 
*2°0 P itchers 
al l n ite long . . .  
Sigma Tau Gamma 
invites al l  interested men 
to a -
Rush Party 
with the ladies of 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Thursday, Sept. 1 9  
· 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
''Ahead of the Rest'' 
1 820 9th Street 
Sel l  those unwanted items in  • 
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e Dally Eastern News 
Sq ueech ing ' 
a l l  players , 
efense rest 
n cocaine trial  
PITTSBURGH (AP)-The attorney 
or a Philadelphia caterer accused of 
·ng cocaine to major league 
ball players said Wednesday more 
layers weren't  called as defense 
"tnesses because "their squirming and 
ueeching on the witness stand" 
uldn't help his client. 
Adam 0. Renfroe Jr. , attorney for 
·s Strong, 39, rested his case 
ednesday after calling one baseball 
e, Pittsburgh Manager Chuck 
anner, as a defense witness. 
"I am confident every base has been 
uched, • • Renfroe said. 
U.S .  District Judge Gustave 
'amond said he will give the case to 
e jury Thursday afternoon after 
enfroe and U.S.  Attorney J .  Alan 
ohnson deliver their closing 
guments . Renfroe promised a rough­
d-tumble session. 
"It's going to be a street fight, ' '  he 
"d. "There's going to be a rumble in 
at courtroom. "  
Johnson exhibited for reporters the 
hart he will display to the jurors that 
ill summarize the 14 cocaine 
istribution counts against Strong and 
rrelate them with the players who 
legedly bought the drugs and the 
earns they were playing for at the time. 
Renfroe said he decided not to put 
y players on the witness stand 
ecause they possibly would have been 
rejudiced against his client . 
"We subpoenaed a nuinber of 
layers . We talked to a number of 
layers and their attorneys . But we 
ecided their interests would be 
lfishly motivated in this case, " 
enfroe said . 
'They would be forced to testify 
gainst other . players ,"  Renfroe said. 
'For that reason, we decided it 
ouldn't be in the best interest of 
urtis Strong to call them, that they 
ouldn't be effective witnesses . "  
Renfroe previously had promised to 
ll "five or six" players to rebut 
stimony of seven current or former 
layers who claimed Strong sold them 
ocaine and was well-known as a drug 
istributor among National League 
layers . 
Strong, employed briefly as a 
lubhouse cook for the Philadelphia 
billies this season, is charged with 
"stributing cocaine to players on 14 
ates from 1 980 to 1984 wen the 
ittsburgh Pirates played home games . 
Renfroe said he considered calling 
t. Louis Cardinals pitcher Joaquin 
dujar, Pittsburgh Pirates first base 
coach Willie Stargell and Hall of Fame 
outfielder Willie Mays as witnesses . 
But he said he decided after a 
uncheon meeting Tuesday with 
Andujar that, because the 2 1 -game 
winner had received immunity from 
the government, ' 'why should he come 
forth and help me?" 
Andujar, the first consecutive 
National League 20-game winner in a 
decade, was identified as a cocaine user 
· earlier testimony by former Car­
dinals teammates Lonnie Smith and 
Keith Hernandez. 
Stargell, the NL co-Most Valuable 
Player on the PIRates' 1 979 cham­
pionship team, was named by former 
teammates Dale Berra and Dave 
Parker as a distributor · of am­
phetamines in the team's locker room. 
Renfroe did not 'name the other 
players he said he subpoenaed as 
possible witnesses . 
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White, pink, cold duck 
750 ML 
o��� 3 FOR 7oo 
PRICE · PLU 8469 
Old Style 
1 2  oz. bottles 
OSCO 369 SALE PR ICE 
PLU 5798 
Natural Light 





Bartles & Jaymes 
Wine Coolers 





1 . 50 l iters 
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7 50 ML 
OSCO 
p���� 1 099 
PLU 8466 
i� Mailbu 
/ \ Rum 
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. PLU 8464 
Need to catch u p  with the latest news in  the world of sports? 
Check out the sport pages of The Daily Eastern Netrts 
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Injuries mount 
Lady harriers rely on vets 
By JOHN STROUD 
Staff writer 
Going into · the 1985 season with a 
young team, Eastern's  women's  cross 
country team will have to count on the 
leadership Qf the veterans to guide 
them. 
With the team cut to only six runners 
early in the season due to injuries and 
one ineligibility, the Panthers will rely 
on the experience of the returning 
harriers to keep the squad going. 
Junior Janine Jarris and sophomore 
Lisa Jostes return as the only let­
terwinners after the other, junior Anne 
Ogle came up ineligible for this season. 
Another junior, Kerri Sperry, also 
comes to the team with some ex­
perience after transferring from 
Lincoln Land Community College. 
"We have team unity," Jarris, who 
is this year's team captain, said . "The 
main thing with cross country is 
keeping together as a team. We're 
short in numbers, but we have a lot of 
good attitudes. "  . 
That team unity has helped the team 
grow closer not only as a team, but as 
friends. 
"We're kind of an odd team, ' '  
Jostes said . "We are all very close, and 
there's not much competition between 
us. "  
Team goals and progress are _ im­
portant for the lady harriers this year, 
but they stress that personal im­
provement is also very important for 
this season, or any other time for that 
matter. 
"Personally we're all trying to get 
PR's (personal records) ,"  Jostes said. 
"As far as the team goes I think we 
can be third or fourth in the (Gateway) 
conference,"  Jarris added. The women 
travel to Macomb for the Gateway 
Conference championship meet on 
November 2.  
After losing their first meet of the 
season last Saturday at home against 
Western, the women are confident that 
training through the first few meets 
will pay off later on in the season. 
"We had a good first meet, ' '  Sperry 
said despite the loss . "We're all 
running a little tired right now, but 
eventually the soreness and tiredness 
will go away ."  
The women will travel to  Kenosha, 
Wis . for the Midwest Collegiate 
Championships to be held on Satur­
day. 
Burned again 
Panther receiver Roy Banks catches a 45·yard touchdown pass from 
Sean Payton during the Panthers impressive victory over a tough Indiana 
State squad , 39-7 .  
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Warbler table 
· in the 
Union Walkway 
from 9 to 4  
to make - I  an appointment 
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eitzer contin ues assau.lt 
n maj�r league baseball 
DAN VERDUN 
t sports editor 
One of baseball's  oldest adages is 
ing things in a day-by-day fashion, 
d that 's  precisely how former 
stern stand-out Kevin Se�ier views 
· climb up the ladder of profession.al 
eball. 
That climb found Seitzer, who 
ed with the Kansas City Royals' 
anization following his junior year 
Eastern, at the Double-A level by 
'd-season. 
Seitzer responded with a sizzling 
SO batting average in 5 1  games with 
e Memphis Chicks of the Southern 
gue. 
"I 'm happy with the way things are 
ing as far as how I'm progressing 
ough the organization,"  Seitzer 
'd. "I think I surprised them 
oyals ' organization) a little bit 
use w.hen they sent me to Double­
! don't tpink they expected me to do 
well as I did. 
"Since I did do fairly well (in 
uble-A), they're higher on me now 
the long run as far as the future of 
e organization goes . "  
But as Eastern's  career leading hitter 
418) and a member of the Panthers' 
98 1 Division II World Series team, 
itzer is no stranger to success . 
The Lincoln native was also named 
ost Valuable Player of the Class A 
uth Atlantic League in 1984. 
owever, Seitzer found himself back 
Class A with the Ft. Meyers Royals 
the Florida State League at the start 
the '85 season. 
· 
"I  didn't really expect to be back in 
-ball at the . start of the season,"  
itzer said. "But when I didn't make 
, I didn't cry around and whine and 
'ck because I didn't make the Double- · 
club, I just went out and played. "  
And play Seitzer did, tearing u p  the 
orida State League with a . 3 1 7  
erage, 6 1  runs scored, 46 RBI and 28 
olen bases. 
In fact, those numbers earned him 
e starting job at first base for the 
L ' s  All-Star Game-an event Seitzer 
on' t soon forget. 
"We really had some problems with 
'n delays for the game and it was 
layed for three or four hours, "  
itzer recalled . 
"A cpuple of guys on the team-the 
rting second baseman, the starting 
tcher and the utility infielder-went 
t to grab a bite to eat during the rain 
lay and they (umpires) started the 
e before they said they were going 
Kevin Seitzer 
Thus, Seitzer's team was forced to 
start its two reserve catchers , one 
behind the plate and the other at first 
base, while Seitzer was shifted to 
second. . 
"The only time I 've ever played 
second in my life was that all-star 
game, " Seitzer said. "I went l -for-4 
with a base hit to right my last time up . 
I played five or six innings and they put 
me back at first. " 
Seitzer was used to being moved 
about, however, seeing action at first, 
third and in the outfield during the 
season. 
Yet, the most important move he 
made was from Ft. Meyers to Memphis 
and Double-A ball. 
While at Memphis, Seitzer played 
alongside former Minnesota Twins' 
starting shortstop Lenny Faedo. 
" I  really learned a lot from him," 
Seitzer said . " I  would have to say that 
one of the biggest thrills was just 
getting to play with him. 
"He taught me a heck of a lot about 
the game and I also got to hear some 
good major league stories, too ."  
But for  now Seitzer i s  content to 
spend time with his wife and son while 
completing- his industrial electronics 
degree this fall at Eastern. 
"I 'm really happy about getting my 
degree. I would have been out in four 
years if it wasn't for signing, "  Seitzer 
said. "If  I had to do it all over again, 
I 'd do it the same way." 
And as  for winding up in a Kansas 
City Royals' uniform playing on the 
diamonds of the American League? 
"Time will tell,"  Seitzer said. "One 
thing you can't do is try and make 
things happen . ' ' 
BE A LEADER 
BE A FRI EN D  
BE OF SERVICE 
Alpha Phi Omega 
I nformation meeting 
tonight at 7 :00 
O·ld 13a l l room Union 
B YRD 'S ·CLEA NERS 
South 4th Street Curve 
Alterations and Repairs - Formals 
Suedes and leathers - Jeans 
Mor:iogramming -·Laundry Service 




The Lovely ladies of 
Delta Zeta 
Ton ig ht: 8 :30 
1 7 05 ·9th St . Info: 345- 9884 
R 
·TOMORROW 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 
ST ARTS FRIDAY ! 
S2 A i... - � M O W S  B E F O R E  6 P M  OA I L'1 
. From Michael Cimino. Academy Award-Winning 
Director of "The Deerhunter." a powerful new motion 
pictu�e that rakes you into a world of mystery ... 
YEAR OF THE DRAGON 
MGM/UA 4:45 • 7:1 0 • 9:45 !!!] 
siARts FRlt)AY! 
JACK KA TH LEEN 
N ICHOLSON TURN ER 
PRIZZl 'S HONOR • 
TWENTIETH CENTUR Y - F O X  !!!] 
TOMORROW 5:09 • 7:20 • 9:40 
ALL S H O W S  Cft B E FORE 6 P M  ..," DA I L Y  
STARTS 
FRIDAY! 
What kind of man would return year after year for ten 
years to rescue a missing boy? His father. 
7flt[ltl!M�fN,rT 
- !!!] 
TOMORROW 5:10 • 1:iQ...!_ 9:35 EMBASSY PICTURES . 
ST ARTS FRIDAY! 
THE 'DUSTERS ARE DACK. , . 
GHOSTBUSTERS 
The # 1 Comedy Of Al l Time P£.turns. 
COLUMBIA  PICTURES lPGl 
TOMORROW. 5:00 • 7:10 • 9:25 
Thursday's  
1 8 Sept�mber 19, 1 985Classlfled ads 
Report errors lmmecH•tely •t 581 ·281 2. A 
wlll •PPMr In the next edition. Uni ... 
c•nnot be r .. ponalbl• for •n Incorrect •d •H• Ha 
Insertion. DHdlln• 2 p.m. previous dlly. 





9-leave tt to Beaver 
1 o-Dukee of Hazzsd 
1 5-Dlff'rent Strokes 
1 7-Love Connection 
38-1 Or8MI of Je8nnie 
4:0I p.m. 
5-Leave tt to Beaver 
4:30 p.m. 
2-leopardyl 
9-l.aveme & Shirley 
1 5-'effersons 
1 7-Ent811811 iment Tonight 
38--Catch Phrase 
4:H p.m. 
5-Baaebal: Cinc:IMatl at 
Atlanta 
5:00 p.m. 
2, 1 7-People's CoU't 
3-Newscope 
9-Jeffersons 
1 0-Prlce  la Right 
3�et's Make a Deal 
5:30 p.m. 
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
38-Andy Griffith 
8:00 p.m. 
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-:-News 
9-Barney Miller 




2, 1 5--Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
Chicago at Mlmeaota 
7:20 p.m. 
5-Movle: "Good Guys We« 
Black." ( 1 978) Ch.uck Norris 
as a Vietnam veteran caught 
up In Government corruption. 
Anne Archer, Lloyd Haynes. 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5--FamHy Ties 
l:OO p.m. 
2, 1 5-Cheera 
3, 1 <>-Simon & Simon 
1 2-Jacques Cousteau 
1:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Nght CoU't 
8:50 p.m. 
1 2-Pralrrle Pathways 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5--HIR Street Blues 
�. 1 <>-Hometown 
1 2-Mysteryl 
1:20 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Little Big Man. "  
( 1 970) Director Arthur Penn's 
sometimes violent satire on 
how the West was won, as 
recalled by a 1 2 1 -year-old 




1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3,  1 O, 1 5,  1 7-News 
9-INN News 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twtlight Zone 
1 7  ,38-Nghtline 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-late Night with David ;  
Lett.-man 
9-Movle: ".lugQ8r.!'8ut. '� 
( 1 97 4) Richard L.eeter 
directed this lhlpt>oaro. 
dlea8ter melodlama about a 
luxury liner plsrted with . exploalvea. Fallon: Richard · 
Harria. Captain: Omar Sharif.: 
1 7-News 
• 38-0ick VSl Dyke 
Midnight 
3-More Reel People 
1 <>-New Avengers 
1 2:1 5 •.m. 
5-Movle: "Operation 
Secret." ( 1 952) Cioak·and­
dagger operatlona of the 
French underground form the 
· backgroond of a postwar . 
murder Investigation. Corne! · 
Wilde, Steve Cochran . 
1 2:30 •• m. 
2,3-News 




9-Basebal : Chicago Cubs at 
New York Mets 
1 0:30 p.m. 




1 2-uitenight America 
1 7-Three's Company 
38--Sanford and Son 
5--Movie: "Bullets or Ballots."  
( 1 936) Tough,  well-made 
gangster saga about a 
detective (l;:dward G.  
Robinson) who pretends he's 
been kicked off the force so 
he can infittrate a gang. Joan 
Blondell ,  Barton MacLane, 
Humphrey Bogart. 
2:30 •.m. 1 0, 1 7-Newlywed Game 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5--Cosby Show 
3 , 1 0-Magnum, P.I .  
1 2-llllnois Press 
1 7 ,38-NFL Football: 
ACROSS 
l Early love 
feast 
I A sixth-day 
creation 
10 N.F.L.  team 
14 Fable's finale 
15 - vu 




18 -- even keel 
ll Pioneer 
heroine Betty 
28 Town near 
Antietam 
22 Augury 
23 Pit , 
24 Rio Grande 
city 
21 Trued 
30 2, 4, 6, 8  . . . 
32 Word in 
Texas's 
nickname 
33 Riley's love 
35 Strike out 
38 Ulna's locus 
40 Condensing, in 
a way 
43 Scatters newly 
cut grass 
44 Dail 's land 
46 Knee, to an 
M.D . . 
47 Fix in the mind 
41 Reunion and 
Spectrum 
51 Petition 
54 Aarhus native 
56 Page 
57 Kind of range 
where a miss is 
strange 
63 "-- Do ls 
Dream .of 
You" 




66 Units of 
reluctance 
9-Movie: 'B Condor. "  
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hawaii Five-0 
( 1 970) Violent yarn about the 
attack on a Mexican fortress 
believed to contain a fortune 
in gold. Jim Brown, Lee V811 
Cleef. Chavez: Patrick O'Neal . 
17 Split rattan 




U.S.A .F .  motto 
71 Ruhr city 
DOWN 
1 Tekoa prophet 
2 Mild expletive 
3 Ionian gulf 
4 Brace 
5 Slip by 
I Playa clay 
7 Strips 
8 Discordant 





in --? "  
12 Having a 
leonine 
coiffure 
13 Pool member 
21 Passover feast 
25 "-- Love 













37 Sicilian city 




45 Book by 
George Sand 
48 Llama's kin 








58 Type of 
thermometer 
51 Kona garlands 
IO Part of B.A. 
11 Aswan's river 
12 Astute 
See page 1 9  for answers 
fiiiitServices Offered 
Profeaaional  resume 
packag e s :  typeset  or  
typewritten, qualtty papers, big 
eelectlon, exceRent service. 
PATTON QUIK PRINT, Weet 
Park Plaza, 345-8331 . 
______________ __:00 
Need Typ ing Do n e.? 
Profeeelonel Typist. Call 345-
215915 aft• 15 p.m. · 
________ 9/1 9 
Are you a elob? We1 ci.i 
yow houle or epartment. Low 
Rates! Call us at 581 ·3278. 
________ 9/20 
It Help Wanted 
Need extra money? SeH 
Avon. Call 359· 1 577 or 1 ·  
800-858-8000 . . 
________ 9/20 
Street muelclans and mimes. 
I need you to perform on the 
streets of Chawleeton. One day 
only. Call John ward . 345-
51 1 7 . 
-------�9/20 
Now taking applicatlons for 
part time experienced delivery 
persons with own car. Must 
know town streets. Apply In 
person after 4:00p.m. Ad· 
duccl's Pizza 7 1 6  Jackson. 
--------�00 
Available immediately part­
time child & adolescent 
counselor. Minimum B.A./B.S. 
Must be available for flexible 
evening Md weekend hours. 
Send resume and three letters 
of reference to Juvenile 
Justice Coordinator, P.O. Box 
907 , Mattoon . 9 /27185 
deadline. E.O.E .  
________ 9/24 
Part time cleaning cars & 
some office help. Must be 
available MWF mornings & 
early afternoon & some Sat. 
mornings. Apply in person at 
30 1 B W. Lincoln between 
8 : 30 · 5 : 30 Tues. & Thurs. No 
phone calls please. 
________ 9/23 
Part Time Ad Sales Com· 
mission, Trans. Furnished. Call 
345-4007 after 5:00p.m.  
________9/25 
Center for Non· Violence 
Education seeking full-time 
staff members . Lodging,  
$ 1 50/month , health in ­
surance. Public interest group 
developing courses on non· 
violence and operat ing 
National Coalition on TV 
V i o l e n c e .  N a t i o·n a l  
Headquarters i s  i n  Urbana, I I .  
Research , office work 
monitoring TV Md movies. 
One year commitment. Call 
collect 2 1 7-384- 1 920. 
_________ R/00 
Sell those unwanted items in 
the Daily Eastern News 
Classifieds! 
________ __. .oo 
r Wanted 
"My husband and I .-e In· 
tereeted in adopting M infant. 
If you know of anyone who Is 
considering placing a child for 
adopt io n ,  p lease ca l l  
COLLECT 31 2·460-4923." 
----..,.-----9/23 
My husba'ld Md I are in· 
terested In adopting an infant. 
If you know of anyone who is 
considering placing a child for 
adoption please call 309·899· 
6337 (collect) between 5:00-
1 0:00 p.m . 
________ 9/1 9  
WANTED: USED SETS OF 
GOLF CLUBS • ANY CQN. 
D I  T l  0 N W I L L  P A Y  
REASONABLE PRICE. CALL 
3 4 8 - 8 8 2 8 8 : 0 0 A . M . ·  
8:00P.M. 
9/20 -N .... EE"""D---EXTRA-=---MONEY--., WE 
WANT GOWNS SUITABLE 
FOR PAGEANT. CALL AFTER 
5:00, 345-507 1 .  
________ 9/1 9  
Rides/Riders 
People that are commuting 
from Decatur area to EIU M·F 
for cspool ,  call 1 -672-8303 
after 5 .  
________ 9/1 9  
2 girls need ride to Evanston 
or surrounding area Friday 
Sept. 20. Return 22nd. Will 
pay for gas . 345-7501 . 
9/ 1 9  ft Roommates 
Subleaser needed for 
apartment for 3. CALL 345· 
2557 . 
________ 9/ 1 9  
Make money through the 
classified ads. 
_________ h-00 





ONE MONTH FREE 
Carlyle Apartment&. 
bedroom, furnished llld 
furnished, for · ·two or 
people. 1 305 1 8th lllCI 
4th St. Call 348·7746. 
Mlni·atorage rental, $2 
month. ea,tyte lnterlorl, 
Rt. 1 6 .  Phone 345-7748. 
Wanted: Subleaaor 
Bedroom Apartment. 
Semester Only. Cal 
348·5831 .  
Two and Three • 




BDRM HOME. $1 1 0  
348- 1 6 1 4 . 
One bedroom un 
apartment. $230/month. 
to campus. Off street 
Lease, deposit, refer 
Call Eli Sidwell & 
348-01 9 1 . 
How to order the n 
1 966 Coed Ca lenda 
featuring nude 
female models from 
U of I, NIU & ISU 
(Full color photos 
1 8x24 poster I calendsr) 
Mail $5 . 9 5  + $2. 0 
handling (postage) 
check or money ord 
to 
Coed Calendar 
P.O. Box 434 
DeKalb, IL  601 1 5  
Orders sent fi 
class in a heavy p 
mailer in Octo 
Early orders ship 
first . 
Alph• Phi Omep will hold an informational 
meeting,  Thursday, Sept. 1 9  in the East third of 
the University Union Ballroom at 7 :00 p.m.  
Come find out what Alpha Phi  Omega is all 
about. 
2568 for details & rides. 
Fin•ncl•I �n•gement A'aaocl•tlon wtll have 
its picture taken , Thursday, Sept. 1 9  at 5 :00 
p .m.  in Coleman Hall . All members should bring 
a dollar. 
TKE Llttle Slaters will have its picture taken 
for the Warbler on Thursday, Sept. 1 9  at 6 :40 
p .m.  in Coleman Hall .  
Medic•I Technology �Jora are invited to 
attend a presentation on the Burnham Hospital 
Medical Technology Program by Martha Lamp­
man(Program Director) on Thurs . .  Sept. 1 9  at 
3 :00 p .m .  in Room 301 of the Life Science 
Building . 
lnterveraity Chriatl•n Fellowahlp will hold a 
group meeting on Thursday, Sept. 1 9  in the 
Oakland room at the Union . The topic for the 
evening will be "Dating Relationships ."  All are 
welcome. 
Society For Collegl•te Journellata will hold 
its first meeting on Thursday Sept. 1 9  at 9 : 30 
p .m .  in the Daily Eastern News Room . All 
members should attend this brief meeting. Fall 
committees will be selected. Anyone with 
questions should call MichAel at 58 1 -28 1 2 .  
Church of Christ will Id its Fall Retreat 
Sept. 1 3- 1 5 at the Herit e Chapel Building .  
Times: 1 3th , 7 - 1  O p.m . ;  1 4tn , 8 :30- 1 :30.  Title :  
"Faith That Overcomes ."  Guy Hanson from 
Athens Ga. is the uest speaker. Call 345· 
Freshmen: If you are registered to 
in the ACT COMP on September 1 2 , 1 
please be at the Grand Ballroom at 
scheduled time. 
N•Ylg•tor• will hold a fellowship 
Thursday n ight at the Wesley Fo 
Student Center at 7 :00 p .m.  All are wel 
Residence H•ll Asaocl•tlon will 
meeting September 1 2 , in Carman Hall at 5 
Come find out more about what is h 
the Residence Halls. Everyone is welcome. 
EIU D•nce Club wlll meet this Th 
Sept. 12 In McAfH D•nce Studio •t 7. 
All dancers •r• welcome to •tt•nd. 
C•mpua Cllpa are published daily, fr 
charge, as a public service to the campus. 
should be submitted to The Dally Eastern 
office by noon one business day before 
be published (or date of event) .  Inf 
should include event , name of s 
organization (spelled out - no Greek 
abbreviations) , date, time and place of 
plus any other pertinent information . Name 
phone number of submitter must be incl 
Clips containing conflicting or confusing 
formation will not be run if submitter can 
contacted. Clips will be edited for 
available. Clips submitted after noon of d 
day cannot be guaranteed publication . Clipe 
be run one day only for any event. No clipe 
be taken by phone. 
Thursday's  
Classified ads teniber 1 9, 1 98 5  Report errors Immediately at 581 ·281 2. A correct ad wlll appear Jn the next edition. Uni ... notHled, we cannot be r•ponalbl• tor an Incorrect ad after Its first Insertion. Dudllne 2 p.m. prftloua day. . 1 9 
3 bedroom furnished 
ent. Washer, dryer. 3 
s only. 1 0 1 5  Jackson. 
. Call 345-71 7 1 . 
----:�:-----:---:,--:00 and three bedroom 
ilpartments near 
. Call 345-71 7 1 . 
________ oo 
for Women. 1 4 1 5  
. 345·3845.  
�-----��-:::---:9/25 FUR· 
D APARTMENT. Three 
, shower, storeroom , 
Need man apartment 
. 345·4846.  
___ ..;__ __ 1 0/ 1  
e subleaser needed for 
ent close campus. 
ed , with microwave, 
, swimming pool , OWN 
, for 1 50 .00/month . 
Elinor 348-0076 at-
For Sale 
Carpet, $20 to $50. 
Interiors , West Route 
one 345- 7 746.  
00 
�-c...,.le-: --=-A-us...,.tr-o�d�ai...,.nl...,.er- 1 2  
. 2 7 "  wheels, 2 1 "  
. Like new. $250 . 00 .  · 
373 
--- ----..,,.,---00 
79 Yamaha 750,  less 
1 2 ,000 mi . $ 1 , 1 00 or 





MUST SELL. $475.00 
BEST OFFER! PLEASE 
ANYTIME 345-2663 . 
9/20 �L7L-=-s,..,,1z=E=--�M'"'"A-:-cT=:T=:R=-:ESS . 
CONDITION $30. 345-
AFTERNOONS. 
9/ 1 9  ��O-GS::-::--4�5�0-=s�u-z-uki�.-c. Good 
·on . 60 mpg ,  looks 
, 6 , 0 0 0  m i l e ag e .  
. 00. Call 345-9020.  
________ 9/25 
k beds for sale.  38" x 
2 x 6 construction . $4 5 .  
3003, ask for Paul . 
_________ 9/25 
Sale-3 apt. house. 
for·student housing . For 
.call 345-2 2 7 5 .  
________ 9120 
78 TRANS AM. Hops, 
PS, PB,  AM·FM 8·track. 
1 1 9 1 .  
________ 9/26 
FARM A10 tickets. Call 
9 1 9 1  after 5 p.m.  
_________ 9/ 1 9  
tmaster Toaster - oven 
• $30 . 345·5845. 
9/20 ..,,...M-,O'"'N_/_K...,.A-=-R-=-D-:::-0-cN-5 70i  
e r  2 yrs. old, EX· 
NT condition 45 watts. 
see to appreciate. Call 
e. Dan 58 1 -2933. 
_______ 9/24 
0 Losc/FoWld J 
Lost: A Black Watch with 
gold face on Friday night. Call 
Cathy at 58 1 ·5692! Reward 
given ! ! !  
________ 9/20 
FOUND. Eyeglasses (tan , 
rose design cases) and Five 
Centuries textbook. Claim at 
Music Office. 
________ 9/ 1 9  
Lost-Last week sometime, 
M i n n i e  M o u s e  watc h .  
REWARD! ! Great Sentimental 
value. Call Jean 58 1 ·51 64. 
________9/20 
FOUND-Gray kitten with 
two collars, one with bells . 
Friendly, but noisy. Call soon 
at 345·2536 or 58 1 -28 1 2 .  
Ask for Dave, Kevin or  Jim. 
-=--------9/20 Found : 2 keys on key ring in 
front of Coleman Hall . Check 
lost & found , Buzzard Bldg . 
________9/20 
LOST: Gold Spiral Notebook, 
left in room 1 2 1 Coleman , at 
8 : 00 a. m .  Monday. Call 345-
7478,  PATii . 
________ 9/20 
Lost: Male black and white 
cat on 9th St. .Answers to 
Chester . Cal l  345-2088 or 
348-5362 .  
________ 9/ 1 9  
Foun d .  Female Cocher 
Spaniel with f lee collar. Tail 
cut. Lt. Brn . 1 -2 yrs old. 345-
2895 .  
________ 9/23 
Lost: Blue Eastern jacket 
possibly in Fine Arts. Call 
5573.  
________ 9/23 
LOST: Off white leather coin 
pouch Tuesday. It has all of my 
ID's inside. Very important.  
Call Dawn 345-6588 . 
________ 9/ 1 9  
LOST: GOLD DIAMOND 
RING. IF FOUND PLEASE 
CALL 2363.  IT'S VERY 
SENTIMENTAL . 
________ 9/23 
a::;:} A nnounc�m�m� 
T Y P I N G  $ 1 . 00/page . 
Robin • 348·0453 . Leave 
message . 
________ 9/20 
Don't miss the fun . Register 
now for the Craft Workshops at 
the Craft Depot. Come in or 
cal l :  58 1 -36 1 8 .  
9/ 1 9  
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
AND SAFE. Join NARAL. Free 
referral . 345·9285. 
_______ .M,R/00 
Puzzle. Answers 
A G  A p E I  A 0 A II I A A II S II 0 R A l I 0 E J A I A N A T  0 s T I A 0 N A N  I Z A N E 
5 H A A p s B U A G 0 11  E N  --- S E E D • l  A A E 0 0 A l I N E D  • E V E  N S --l 0 N E • E A S E •  D E  L E • f 0 A E A A •• E l I 0 t N G I T E 0 s • E t A E • G  E N U  - l E A A N • A  R E  N A S A p P E A L • D  A N  E ---l E A F I p 0 ' N T  B L A N K A l l I I A A A 0 1 A E A I E A E l s I C  A N E I T I T l E II E S H I A l A S I E S S E N  
CRegency 
�patcbnents 
· For you r Guest 
A 
' ' Home away from Home' ' 
• Parents Visiting 
• Visiting Professors 




• Cooking utensils 
• Linen service 
• Telephone 
• T.V. and Cable 
• Microwave 
• To meet your every need 
make your reservations NOW 
phone 345-11 05 
office hrs. M-F •s Sat 1 CM  
<} A nnounccmcms 
Interested in E IU WOMEN'S 
VOLLEYBALL CLUB? No 
t ryouts  or e x p e r i e n c e  
necessary. Meeting Thursday, 
September 1 9 . Call 2 260 for 
more info . 
________ 9/1 9 
DEL TS-We are looking 
forward  to " R U S H I N G 
AROUND" with you . Love, 
Alpha Taus 
________ 9/1 9 
Wanting to rent a garage for 
the Winter, close to campus. 
Please call Nancy 3868 or 
Debbie 3837 .  
________ 9/20 
ADMIT ONE 
Thursday 9 : 2 0 .  
mission . 8· 1 0 . 
at TED'S. 
50¢ ad-
--------_,.9/ 1 9 
Cathy NcGrew, I 'm sti l l  your 
sweetheart . Love , Bobby. 
________9/ 1 9  
SIGS - Don 't forget meeting 
Sunday at 6 : 00p. m .  in  the 
Union . 
________ 9/20 
Let us see your tan at STEW 
& CLAY'S SWIMSUIT CON­
TEST Tuesday, September 24 .  
_________9/ 1 9  
PIKES: The boxer function 
was a blast! Let's do it again 
sometime! Love. The SIG 
KAPS 
___ , _____ 9/ 1 9  
Who's the most gorgeous 
guy in Carman Hall? Find out at 
" M R .  CARMAN" Thursday 
n ight at 7 : 00p . m .  1n Food 
Service . 
------=-..,..-:�9/ 1 9  
S E N D  A G A R F I E L D  
BALLOON BOUQUET Up Up & 
Away Bal loonery 7th &· Lincoln 
(across form Old Main ) .  345· 
9462 . 
_________ 91 1 9  
Sig Kaps love their New 
Baby Snakes! 
________ 9/ 1 9  
Roy Hanks. Happy B-day . 
Hope you have a great year . 
Brice . 
________ 9/ 1 9  
SIG TAUS: Are you ready for 
tonight? We are - and we'll be 
there in full force! Love , TH E 
ALPHA GAMS . 
_________ 9/ 1 9 
<l A nnounccmcms 
' MARY HENNIG • Well, I 
finally got this in, you motor· 
cycle mama! It's been a great 
year so far · let's make this 
yea- the best! Love ya was! 
WASA. 
_________ 9/ 1 9  
TO THE WOMEN OF SIGMA 
KAPPA Thanks for sharing 
your pledge night with us. We 
hope you enjoyed the flowers 
as much as we enjoyed par· 
tying with you. THE SIGS. 
________9/1 9 
SHOW OFF THAT TAN ONE 
MORE TIME IN  SWIMSUIT 
CONTEST AT TOP OF THE 
ROC 'S TU ESDAY SEP· 
TEMBER 24.  
_________ 9. / 1 9 
The men of TAU KAPPA 
EPSILON cordially invite all 
interested men -to come and 
party with us and the · lovely 
women of Phi Gamma N u .  
Tonight 9 : 00 . .  
-----�--9/ 1 9  
FMA & DPMA Pre-Game 
Party. Sat. 1 1  :00 to 1 : 00 at 
1 434 9th . All interested in­
d i v i d uals  and members 
welcome. Food & beverages 
will be served . 
_________ 9/20 
L O R I  C O B E R N  Happy 
Birthday sweetie! Hope your 
day is a special one! Love . 
Lyn n .  
________ 91 1 9  
S U S A N  K A L M E S ,  
Congratulations again and 
again and again , I can 't begin to 
tell you how happy and proud I 
am to have you as a sister . 
Love, Jaimie.  
________ 9 1 1 9  
SUE HARCAR - It 's great 
having you as my little sis! ' 
Let's have a great time 
Thursday night! Sig Kap L.ove. 
Gina. 
----,--------9 ' 1 9  
Delta Sigs, Rush is only halt 
over . Keep up the spirit . Show 
the school we're the best . 
________91 1 9  
DEBBIE DRONE :  I 'm proud 
to have you as my kid. You're 
the GREATEST! Love , Your 
Mom Gina. · 
---�--- -9 1 1 9  
BLOOM COUNTY 
Doonesbury 
_M ;xitl �UtS 
(;;() 11VmfN!ew !WP 577/N/J 
Vl&ll O�f? ONc or !31U 
77£ Cl/T'5 FM1!t.Y 
M€M8:1?5 OI? Ct05€ST !3<IT 
ff?ICNfJS. � • IM ff/5 
......._ Ct..05€5'T 
FKl6N/?. 
<)\ A nnounccmcnrs <J} Announccm�ms 
A L P H A  S I G M A  TAU · LAMBDA CHIS: We haO-a 
PLEDGES ARE FANTASTIC! devil of a good time. Thanks � 
KEEP THE SPIRIT ALIVE! much! The TRl-SIGS. • 
LOVE THE ACTIVES. 9/ 1 9  
________ 9/1 9 UNEARTHLY Drink Specials.  
Hey Delta Zeta's Getrude, Jump back 1 0 years. More 
The Beach Party was great but detaifs in tomorrows An-
how about my towel? Are you nouncements . 
keeping it warm , because I ________ 9/ 1 9 
miss it. Call me if you get tired Delta Sigma Ph i , we feet we 
of it! Unus(Todd) • 2988. are the best , and we'd l ike to 
____ 9/ 1 9  prove it .  Stop by we'll show 
JILL BENH �RT: CONGRATS what brotherhood is all about . 
ON GOING ACTIVE,  KID! ! l 'M 1 705 9th St . 
VERY PROUD OF YOU . ________ 9/ 1 9  
DELTA ZETA LOVE, MOM. K R I S L E N  H A N D B U R Y  
_________9/ 1 9  Congratulations on pledging 
D P M A ( Data Processin g  Delta Zeta . Have a great time 
Management Association) & pledging Your a very special 
FMA( Finan cial Management girl ! LOVE your Rose budd� 
Association) PRE-GAME GET Jaimie .  
TOGE T H E R  al l members -------,.---9; 1 9  · 
welcome . 1 1  :00 Sat . at 1 434 Students. Subscribe now to 
9th . Beverages and food. USA Today for the fall 
_________9/20 semester and save 40%. For 
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA Pl :  more information call Stan 
I 'm really looking forward to 345-966 2 .  
great times i n  the year ahead 
and I wish you the best of l uck 
with Rush : I know you' l l  be as 
successful as you have been in 
t h e  p a s t ' Lo v e ,  y o u r  
sweetheart . Sue . 
________ 91 1 9  
RUSH DELTA SIG . . . .  COME 
A N D  S E E  W H A T 
ENGINEERED LEADERSHIP 
CAN DO FOR YOU' 1 705 
9TH . PHONE 345-9884 . 
________9120 
Tau Kappa Epsilon Rush 
Party tonight . 9 : 0 0  p . m .  All 
interested men welcome. 
_________91 1 9  
K I M  PEACOC K .  Happy 
Birthday to you roomie.  Have a 
great day . Love , Lynelle. 
_________9/ 1 9  
ALPHA GAM FOU I tiALL 
PLA YEAS: Congratulations on 
winning your game Tuesday 
Good · Luck tonight against 
Lawson Halt We're behind you 
all the way' Love. Your ALPHA 
.GAM SISTERS 
9 1 9  
LAMBDA C H I ' S :  _ W e " r e  
looking forward to partying 
Island Style tonight! See ya 
there ' Love . the SIG KAPS. 
- ---- --- ___ 9 1 1 9  
9 ' 2 5  
JUST F O R  T H E  HALL O F  IT! 
Carman Spirit Days. $ep­
tember 1 6 · 2 0 .  Show us what 
you've got . Carman Hatt . 
_______ 9/20 
ALPHA GAMS . Sorry about 
the early ending ,  but thanks 
alot for toasting to the. new year 
with us.  It was fun while it 
lasted , lets party again soon .  
THE SIGS. 
_______ 9/ 1 9 
ANDREA ALLEN ,  I am so 
proud to have you as my l ittle 
sister . Stay psyched during 
pledgin g .  Sigma love and 
mine, Lyn n .  
________ _ 9/ 1 9  
SEE WHY TAU KAPPA 
EPSILON IS THE WORLDS 
LARGEST INTERNATIONAL 
FRATERNITY . RUSH PARTY 
TONIGHT. 
________ 9/ 1 9 
Interested in more in­
forr.1ation about newly· tooned 
G . D . t .  's? Call Donna - 2972 or 
Dave - 5924.  
______ 9/ 1 9  
Classified advertisements 
are a great way to show a 
friend you care . 
________ _, .-00 
by Berke Breathed 
..... �----------------� 
T!f€N f(€fl'JKT ON ',f}ljf?6!Jtf I 
evr I WIWT 7llllr . 
·�!(5CJN/olt. &KlcF' 
AN(:;l{.6 // 











w L Pct. GB 
Toronto 9 1  54 .828 
N- York 88 59 . 593 5 
Baltimore· 78 88 . 542 1 2% 
Detroit 75 70 .51 7 1 8  
Boston 73 73 . 500 1 8% 
Miiwaukee 83 8 1  .438 27% 
Cleve!Md 54 94 .385 38% 
West 
w L Pct. GB 
Kansaa�ity 82 82 .589 
California 80 84 . 558 2 
CHICAGO 74 89 . 5 1 7  ·7y, 
Oaldald 7 1  75 . 488 . 1 2 
Seeltle 88 78 .472 . 1 4  
MiM8110ta 88 79 .483 f:5Yt 
Te- 52 93 . 359 30% 
Wedne.d.y•a gamea .-
Detroit 5, � York 2 
Baltimore 4, Milw-ee 2 
Minnetota 4, Te-3 
Oaldaid 1 • Clevelsld 0 
SealUe at Kansaa City, n 
CallfOrnla at CHICAGO, n 
Thursday's result• 
California at CHICAGO 
New York at Detroit 
Oaldaid at Cleve!Md � ! 
Milwaukee tit Baltimore 
Torcinto at Boston 
Sealtkt at Kansaa City 
Te- at MiM8110ta 
Tunday'a result• 
CHICAGO 5, CallfOrnla 2 
Detroit 9, New York 1 
Boaton 8, Toronto 5 
Cleveland 1 5, Oaldaid 8 
Minneaota 7 ,  Te- 2 
Sellltfe 7. Kansaa City 0 
IM!fmore 8, M11w-.. 0 
' 
National LMgue 
'· · IEaat w L Pct. GB 
ST. LOUIS 90 55 .821 
N- York 88 57 .804 2 
Monlrllll 77 87 . 535 • 1 3  
Philadelphia 70 72 .493 1 9  
CHICAGO 87 77 . 485 : 22Yt . 
Plttaburgh 47 95 .331 ! 4 1  
W•t 
w L Pct. GB 
Loa Angeles 85 59 . 589 
CinciMati 78 88 . 542 7 
Houston 74 70 . 5 1 4  1 1  
San Diego 72 72 . 500 1 3  
At..-. ta 80 85 4 1 4  ; 25Yt 
San Francisco 58 88 . 389 
Wednesday'• results 
ST. LOUIS 7, Philadelphia 0 
New York 4, CHICAGO 2 · 
Cincinnati 7, Atlanta 3 
Pittsburgh 1 0, Montreal 8, 1 1  innings 
Houston at Los Angeles, n 
San Diego at San Francisco, n 
Thursday'• games 
ST. LOUIS al Philadelphia 
CHICAGO at New York 
Pittsburgh at Montreal 
Cincinnati at Atlanta · 
Houston at Los Angeles 
San Di<IQO at San Francisco 
T uesday'• results 
ST. LOUIS 1 0, Pittsburgh 4 
CHICAGO 3, Montreal 0 
Philadelphia 5. New York 1 
Houston 1 0, Atlanta 8 
Cincinnati 8, San Francisco 1 




(Through Sept. 1 1)  
AB R H A� 
McGEE, STL 524 1 00 1 89 .381 
Guerrero, LA 439 g2 1 4 1  .321 
HERR, STL 523 83 1 83 . 3 1 2 
SANDBERG, CHI 539 98 1 88 .31 2 
Raines, Mon 5 1 9  1 02 1 81 . 3 1 0  
Gwynn, SO 555 74 1 7 1  . 308 
Parker, Cln 553 72 1 89 .308 
Oester, Cin 458 5 1  1 39 . 305 
Scloscla, LA 387 37 1 1 1  .302 
Cruz, Hou 497 58 1 49 .300 
RUNS-M,.phy, Atlanta, 1 08; Raines, 
Montr811, 1 02 ;  McGEE, ST. LOUIS, 
1 00; SANDBERG, CHICAGO, 98; 
COLEMAN, ST. LOUIS, 94. 
RBI-Parker, Cincinnati, 1 03; Mwphy, 
Atlanta, 97 ;.. HERR, ST. LOUIS, 94; G. 
WUson, Philadelphia, 90; 4 are tied with 
84. 
HITS-McGEE, ST. LOUIS, 1 89; 
Gwynh, San Diego, 1 7 1 ; Parker, Cin­
cinnati, 1 89;  SANDBERG, CHICAGO, 
1 88; HERR, ST. LOUIS, 1 83. 
DOUBLES-Parker, Cincinnati, 38; 
GWHIOll, Phltadelphia, 34; Wallach, 
Montreal, 34; HERR, ST. LOUIS, 33; 
Cruz, Houston, 32. 
TRIPLES-McGEE, ST. · LOUIS, 1 8; 
Samuel, Philadelphia, 1 1 ;  Raines, 
MOntrllll, 1 1 ; COLEMAN, ST. LOUIS, 
1 0; Garner, Houaton, 6: 
HOME RUNS-Murphy, Atlanta, 35; 
Guerrero, Los Angeles, 32;  Schmidt, 
PhUadelphia, 29; Parl<er, Cincinnati, 27; 
Cwter, New York. 27. 
STOLEN BASEs-COLEMAN, ST. 
LOUIS, 95; Raines, Montrllll, 58; 
SANDBERG, CHICAGO, 48; Samuel, 
Philadelphia, 45; MCGEE, ST. LOUIS, 
45. 
PITCHING ( 1 1  decialons)-Franco, 
Cincinnati, 1 2·2,  .857, 1 .89; Gooden , 
� York, 2CH, .833, 1 .68; Herahlser , 
Los Angeles, 1 5-3, - .833, 2.09; Welch, 
Los Angeles, 1 1 ·3, . 788, 2 . 1 7; BSmlth, 
Montrllll , 1 8·5,  . 782, 2 .81 ; Oarttng , 
New York, 1 8·5,  .782, 2 . 74.  
STRIKEOUT$-Gooden, N- York. 
238; Soto, CinciM&ti, 200; Ryan, 
Houston, 1 9 1 ;  Valenzuela , Los Angeles, 
1 89;  Fernandez, � York, 1 52.  
SAVES-Re.don, Montreal, 35; L. 
SMITH, CHICAGO, 28; 0. Smith, 
Houston, 24: Sutter, Atlanta, 23; 
Gossage, San Diego. 22; Power, Cin­
ciMati, 22.  
AL Leaders 











AB � H , AVG 
577 93 21 1 .388 
483 95 1 8 1  .333 
477 1 28 1 55 .325 
5 7 1  95 1 85 .324 
581 77 1 78 . 3 1 4  
5 2 5  95 1 84 .31 2 
558 80 1 7 1 .308 
494 85 1 50 . 304 
432 59 1 3 1 .303 
507 73 1 53 .302 
RUNS-Henderson, New York, 1 28;  
Ripken, Baltimore, 1 0 1 ;  Winfield, New 
York, 99; M,.ray, Baltimore, 99; Brett, 
Kansaa City, 95; Butler, Cleveland, 95; 
DwEvans, Boston, 95. 
RBI-Mattingly, New York, 1 25;  
M,.ray, Baltimore. 1 1 1 ;  Winfield, New 
· York, 1 01 ;  Rice, Boston, 99; BAINES, 
CHICAGO, 99. 
HITS-Boggs, Boston, 2 1 1 ;  Mattingly, 
New York. 1 85; BAINES, CHICAGO, 
1 76 ;  Puckett, Minnesota, 1 74; Cooper, 
Milwaukee, 1 7 1 .  
DOUBLES-Mattingly, N- York, 4 1 ; 
Boggs, Boston, 39; Buckner, Boston, 
36; Cooper, Milwaukee, 37; EM...ay, 
Baltimore. 34. 
TRIPLES-W�son. Kansaa City, 1 9; 
Butler, Cleveland, 1 3; Puckett, Min­
nesota, 1 2 ; Fernandez. Toronto, 9; 
Barfield, T, ·onto, 9. 
HOME RUNS-FISK, CHICAGO, 35; 
Balboni. Kansas City, 32;  DaEvans, 
Detroit, 3 1 ; Thomas, Se-. 3 1 . 
Thursday, September 1 9, 1 985 
Sports log 
THURSDAY 
VOLLEYBALL-Eastern at Indiana State, 7 :30 p.m. 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO BASEBALL-Chicago Cubs at New York Mets, 
WXRr-FM (93), WGN-TV (Channel 9) , 6:35 p.m. 
PRO BASEBALL-Cincinnatt Reds at · Atlanta Braves, 
WTBS-TV (Channel 5), 4 :35 p.m. 
PRO FOOTBALL-Chicago Bears at Minnesota Vikings, 
ABC-TV (Channel 8), 7 p.m . 
PRO BASEBALL-California Angels at Chicago White 
Sox, WMAQ-AM (670), 7 :30 p.m.  
FRIDAY 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO BAsEBALL-Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia Phillies, 
WGN-AM (720), WGN-TV (Channel 9), 7 p.m. 
PRO BASEBALL-California Angels at Chicago White 
Sox, WMAQ-AM (670), 7 :30 p.m.  
PRO BASEBALL-·Atlanta Braves at San Diego Padres, 
WTBS-TV (Channel 5) , 9 :05 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
FOOTBALL-Saginaw Valley at Eastern, O'Brien Stadium, 
1 :30 p.m.  
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY-Eastern at 
Midwest Chainpio'nships. 
SOCCER-Eastern at Quincy. 
. VOLLEYBALL-DePaul at.Eastern, noon. 
BasebaU football 
STOLEN BASES-Hendiirson , New 
York, 70; Pettis, Celilomia, 5 1 ; Butler, 
Cleveland, 41 ; Wilson, Kansas City, 40; 
LSmlth, Kansaa City, 34; Moeeby, 
Toronto, 34. 
Gateway Conference 
Conference AH gemM 
PITCHING ( 1 1  deciaions>-Guidry, 
New York, 1 9· 5 ,  . 7 9 2 ,  3 . 0 7 ;  
Saberhagen , Kansas City, 1 8·8, . 750, 
2 . 73; Higuera, Mllw-.., 1 3·8, .884', 
4.08; Key, Toronto, · 1 3-8, .884, 3.05; 
BURNS, CHICAGO, 1 7·8, .880, 3 .53. 
STRIKEOUTS-lllyleven, Minn8110ta, 
1 79; Morris, Detroit, 1 77 ;  FBANNISTER, 
CHICAGO, 1 7 1 ;  Witt, California, 1 5 1 ;  
H,.st, Boston, 1 80;  BURNS, CHICAGO: 
1 57 .  
SAVEs-Quisenberry, Kanaes City, 
34; Hernandez, Detroit, 28; Moore. 
California. 2 7 ;  JAMES, CHICAGO, 27;  
Righetti, New York, 25;  Howell, Oakland , 
25. 
f9otball 
AP Poll  
The Top Twenty teams in the 
Associated Preas football poll, with first· 
place votes in parenthesis, total points 
based on 20· 1 9· 1 8· 1 7· 1 8· 1 5· 1 4· 1 3· 
1 2 · 1 1 · 1 0·9·8·  7 ·8·5·4·3·2 · 1 and 
record: 
1 . Auburn (�3) 
2 .  Oklahoma (23) 
3. USC (8) 
4.  lowa (5) 
5.  SMU (3) 
8 .  Florida St. 
7. Ohlo St .  
8 .  Oklahoma St. 
9. LSU 
1 0. Penn St. 
1 1 .  Florida 
1 2 . UCLA 
1 3. BYU 
1 4. Arkansaa 
1 5. s. Carolina 
1 8 . Alemna 
1 7 . Mwyland 
1 8. Nebraaka 
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1 0 1 2 0 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 2 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 
Saturdlly'a rMuU. 
E .. tern 31, Indiana Slate 7 
SW Missouri 1 7 , Illinois State 1 7  
N .  Iowa 1 0, Kansaa State 8 
INnoia 28, S. lllinola 2 5  
Saturdlly'• gllmM 
Saginaw Valley at &atern 
Michigan Tech. at W. llinois 
S. INnoia al Drake 
Wayne SI .  at Illinois SI. 
N. Iowa at SW Missouri 
Panther Statistics 
Ruahlng Alt Vela Pp l'Cll ... 
Pttts 38 205 1 02 . 5  5.4 24 
Marable 1 8  90 90 5.8 1 8  
Payton 1 5  ·28 1 2  
1 2 McCray 
Pp-per game average 
2 2 
Pea-per carry average 
PHalng Cpl Alt Yda ln1 TD 
Payton 47 84 531 4 3 
Recalvlng No Yda Ayg TD Lg 
Pierce 1 4  1 94 1 3 .8 25 
Banks 1 1  1 2 9 1 1 . 7 2 44 
Pitts 1 1  75 6 .8 21  
Win lams 5 72 1 4 .4 1 32 
McCray 5 47 9 . 4  1 2  
Cain 1 1 4  1 4  1 4  
Punting 0 No Vela AV9 Lg 
Arapostathis 2 1 2  499 4 1 .8 55 
Punt raturn• No Yda AV9 TO Lg 
Banks 8 34 5 . 7  7 
K.O. ratuma No Yda AV9 TD ... 
Gravenhorst 4 53 1 3. 2  2 1  
Pierce 1 23 23 23 
Hunter 2 48 24 24 
Scoring 0 TD PAT FO Pta 
Banks 2 2 1 1 4  
Arapostathis 2 5 2 1 1  
Willi.na 2 8 
Payton 2 8 
Pttts 2 8 
Wilhelms 2 8 
Bronaugh 2 8 
Marable 1 8 





LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION 
SUMMER ($5) ONE SEMESTER ($ 1 5) __ _ 
QNE VEAR ($28) 
Make Check(s) payable to : Student Publications 
Buzzard North Gym 
Charleston , I I  6 1 9 2 0  
..... - - - - - - ..... --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - -
The Dally Eastern N 
Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 
football IHSA 
NFL Regular Season llllnola Prep Football 
Amerlan Conference Clau 1A Sc'-! &at 1 . Jacksonville Routt 
w L T PF PA 2. Arcola 
Mlanii 1 1 0 53 39 3. Concord Triopla 
� England 1 1 0 33 40 4. Bradford 
NY Jets 1 1 0 42 34 5 . Pawnee 
Buffalo 0 2 0 1 2  58 8. Bloomington c Catholic 




1 0. F1a'lagan 
w L T PF PA 
Cleve!Md 1 1 0 4 1  34 c1 ... 2A 
Houston 1 1 0 39 39 Sc'-! 
Pittsburgh 1 1 0 52 20 1 .  Amboy 
Cincinnati 0 2 0 51  89 2 .  Casey 
3. Princeville 
4. E. SI. Louis Assunption 
Weat 5. Paxton 6. 0ecat .. SI. Tereas 
w L T PF PA 7. Bismarck-Henning 
Kanaes Clty 2 0 0 83 47 8. Prophetstown 
Se- 2 0 0 77 59 9 .  Dwight 
Denver 1 1 0 40 43 1 0. Richmond-Burton 
LA Raiders 1 1 0 51 38 
San Diego 1 1 0 49 58 Cle .. 3A 
Sc'-! 
1 . Anna-Jonesboro 
N•tlon•I Conference 2. Kankakee McNaniara 3. Taylor Ridge-Rockridge 
Eli•t 4 . Lisle 
w L T PF PA 5. Ottawa Marquette 
ST. LOUIS 2 0 0 88 5 1  8.  DuQuoin 
Dallas 1 1 0 85 40 7. Alton Marquette 
NY Giants . 1 1 0 4 1  23 a . Oakwood 
Washington 1 1 0 30 57 9.  Lemont 
Philadelphia 0 2 0 8 38' 1 0. Pittsfield 
CleH 4A 
Central Sc'-! 1 . Morris 
w L T PF PA 2. Springfield Griffin 
CHICAGO 2 0 0 58 35 3. Metaniora 
Detroit 2 0 0 54 48 4 .  Chicago Leo 
Minnesota 2 0 0 5 1  3 7  5. Rock Island Alleman 
Green Bay 1 1 0 43 48 8. Marlon 
Tampa Bay 0 2 0 44 89 7. Harrisburg 
8. Woodstock 
9. Sycamore 
West 1 0 .  Lincoln 
w L T PF PA 
LA Rams 2 0 0 37 22 CIHa 5A 
San Francisco . 1  1 0 58 44 Sc'-! 
Atlanta 0 2 0 43 83 1 .  E.  SI. Louis Lincoln 
� Orleans 0 2 0 50 8 1  2 .  Joliet Catholic 3. Wheeling 
4. Elgin Larkin 
5. Glenbard West 
8. Deerfield 
Thursday'• game 7. ArlQtn Hts Forest View 
CHICAGO al Minnesota 8. Skokie Niles North· 
9 . Chicago Weber 
1 0. Oak Lawn Richards 
Sunday's games 
ST. LOUIS al N. Y. Giants Cleaa lA 
Detroit at INOIANAPOUS ' School 
Clevelll'ld at Dallas 1 . East St . Louis Sr . 
Denver at Atlanta 2 .  Chicago St . Rita 
Houston at Pittsburgh 3. St . Laurence 
New England at Buffalo 4 .  New Trier 
Philadelphia at Washington 5. Downers Grove South 
Tam pa Bay at New Orleans 6 .  Oak Park 
San Diego at Cincinnati 7 .  Orland Park Sandburg 
Kansaa City at Miami 8. Romeoville 
N. Y. Jets at Green Bai 9 .  Glen brook North 
San Francisco at L.A.  Raiders 1 0 Buffalo Grove 
Monday's game Volleyball 
L.A. Rams at Seattle 
NCAA Volleyball Top 
Sunday, Sept. 29 1 UCLA 2. Stanford 
Green Bay at ST. LOUIS 2 . (tie) San Jose State 
INDIANAPOUS at NY Jets 4. Uni-sity of Pacific 
Washington at CHICAGO 5.  Nebraska 
Atlanta at LA Rams 8. Colorado State 
Cleveland a1·San Diego 7. Texu 
Dallas at Houston 8. Arizona 
LA Raiders at New England 9.  USC 
Miami at Denver 1 o. UC· Santa Barbara 
Minnesota at Buffalo 1 1 .  San Diego State 
New Orleans at San Francisco 1 2 .  Western Michigan 
NY Giants at Philedelphia 1 3 .  Hawaii 
Seattle at Kansas City 1 4 .  Brigham Young 
Tampa Bay at Detroit 1 5 . Cal Poly 
1 8 . IUJNOIS 
1 7 .  Arizona State 
1 8 . Te- A & M  Mond•y Sept. 30 1 9 . Penn State 
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh 20. Cal Stale-Long Beach 
-. Tne Dai ly Eastern News Thursday, September 1 9, 1 9ss 
Fall -Fashion and Fitness Gulde 
Fall fashions for 1 985 feature 
fun, bright colors and styles for 
any tastes . .  
Nancy Broughton ,  assistant 
manager for Sycamore, 536 W .  
Lincoln, said they are receiving a 
lot of teal and purples for fall 
clothing colors , . . 
Shannon Trueblood, manager 
of The Closet, 630 W. Lincoln, 
said other prominent colors for 
fall apparel are burgundy and 
· royal blue. 
Broughton said plaids in 
red/black and royal blue/black are 
also very popular. 
Trueblood said the shaker 
sweater, named for its shaker 
stitch, is probably the 
(See NEW, page 2) 
i . "rall Fashion and fltnea Gulde _Thurs�ay, September 1 9, 1 985 The Da ly Eaitem 
Stay in shape while looking great 
Warming up 
Look good and be in style whi le working out in the 
latest fa.II fashions in sportswear . Available at Coach 
"'' -'=*.�*"'�·�·- .... ....... 
MICHAEL SIT ARZ I Photo editor 
Eddy' s . 
New ___________ from page 1 
popular item in the store . 
"Tank tops in fall colors will be coming soon, "  
she added. Tanks are not only for summer wear, but 
are popular to wear under the double V shakers . 
For an even dressier look, The Closet has lacy 
teddys that add a little bit of class to a sweater, 
Trueblood said . 
She said because teddys are one piece, they tend to 
stay in place for a more comfortable fit .  
The latest fashion rage is stirrup pants . The pants 
are worn with the popular oversized shirts and 
sweaters, Broughton said, 
With oversized clothing being in style, women of 
all shapes and sizes can find fashionable apparel to 
suit their tastes . 
Men's  fashions are turning away from the 
traditional colors and grey, charcoal and burgundy 
are the new colors for fall ,  said Randy Overton, 
supervisor for the men's  department at Meis in 
Mattoon.  
"The combination of charcoal and burgundy are 
excellent, "  Overton said.  
Cotton and wool are the popular ,materials for fall 
with a new sweater material for pants that is really 
going over well, Overton said. 
Fashion for men is similar to that of women' s  in 
that the oversized shirts and sweaters are in for fall,  
Overton said . 
A combination of the oversized shirts with pants 
that are blousey through the thighs really com­
pliments an athletic build, Overton said . 
Pleats are in for casual and dressier apparel , he 
added . 
"The paisley prints are in for the men as well as the 
women," Overton said . 
· 
Varsity-type sweaters , ve�ts and letterman shirts 
and sweaters reminiscent of the 60s are back which is 
why the season has been named the "season of the 
classics, ' '  Overton said . 
Cashmere coats for men in the color grey have 
already been a hot item which says that men are more 
conscious of the way they look and are beginning to 
plan ahead for the winter months , Overton said . 
"Wool suits with muted pin stripes , the stripes 
being a blend of three or four colors , adds versatility 
to the suit , "  Overton said . 
This gives the man more flexibility in the shirts he 
chooses to wear with his suit, he said . 
Sport coats made from camel hair ·and wool are in 
style for a dressier appearance while the Miami Vice 
look is popular for the more casual look . 
Men are beginning to have a better selection of 
colors and fashions to choose from in the new fall 
season. 
Editor . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pamela Lil l  
Assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . .  Angela Paoli 
Photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Michael Sitarz 
The Fashion Gulde staff would l ike to thank the following 
stores for the use of their clothes: The Closet, Coach 
Eddy's, Meis, Ruthies and Sycamore. 
· Indoor facilities off er 
fitness option for fall 
By KRISTIN KUKLINSKI 
. and ANGELA PAOLI 
Staff writers 
Has the summer slipped by and you haven't  bee 
out jogging as much as you planned? Well, ju 
because Fall quickly approaches, it doesn't  mean yo 
should give up on that plan for physical fitness.  
Students who exercise often find that working ou 
provides them with both physical and mental co 
ditioning. With cold weather just around the corner: 
students may want to check out what indoor fitn 
options are open . 
Marilyn DeRuiter , co-owner of The Fitness Club 
505 W. Lincoln,  said that not only does exerci 
bring about a healthier body but it also is a great wa; 
to relieve stress .  
"You can do a lot with any type of exercise, yo 
results just depend on the type of program y 
choose, ' '  co-owner Barb Gerrie said . .  
The fitness club offers aerobic classes , nautil 
training and the free use of weight. 
Forty-five minute aerobic classes which serve as 
good overall conditioner' are scheduled several tim 
daily, Gerrie said . 
Wrist weights have been added to the classes . " 
little extra weight on your arms · increases your hea 
rate and helps to tone the muscles in the arm, ' '  Ger 
said . 
- Nautilus workouts work specific muscle groups 
enable the person to increase strength and impro 
flexibility . These workouts usually take only 
minutes , so they can easily be worked into a bu 
schedule , DeRuiter said . 
Free weights increase strength and mass so they· 
often used to build the body. The individual c 
determine the frequency and intensity of his or 
workout according to the results desired , DeRuit 
said . 
' 'All the programs are popular because they ea 
meet the individual 's  different needs, "  DeRuit 
said . . 
A regular workout is important to stay healthy 
helps you feel good about yourself, DeRuiter said. 
Although it is harder to participate in outd 
sports in the winter months, the need for exerc· 
does not change . Only the means should be differ 
DeRuiter said . 
· 
The Fitness Center provides a clean, light 
vironment as well as professionals willing to assist 
any way they can. 
Dr. Martha Brown, nutritionist for the Fitn 
Center, provides free consultations for those 
terested in improving their eating habits , DeRui 
said . 
" It ' s  not only weight problems, but a lot of tim 
is poor eating habits , "  DeRuiter said . 
Winter doesn't have to be a frightening experie 
for those who find it hard to stay in shape . Reg 
workouts can keep the jeans loose and the disposit" 
friendly. · 
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You This Fall . . . • 
smart , sophisticated and always very stylish . That's 
you this fall! Ready to greet the new season with a 
new sense of adventure . Searching out 
What's new­
What's a knockout-
In both fashion & makeup. 
Theresa Brady 
Beauty Consultant  
COSME TICS (21 7) 345-3003 
Call for 
complimentary facial 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
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Stylish looks 
fall fashion and fitness Gulde 3 
Top :  Monica Groth and Jean Jodoin are ready for 
fitness in outfits from Coach Eddy's. Top right:  Keila 
Tooley and Victor Newsome have an air of 
sophistication with outfits available from Sycamore. 
Left : Keila Tooley and Jean Jodoin are set for fun in 
outfits from Ruthies and Sycamore. Above : Victor 
Newsome and Ji l l  Henderson h it the courts in 
sportswear from Coach Eddy's. 
MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor 
.. ,_ · Pd Fashion anct fitness Gulde: · rhurs�ay, �P!ember l9 ,  1 98 5 The Dally wtem News 
Men disclose w 
By A.L. LANDERS 
Staff writer 
Women may dress for style, for 
comfort or maybe to make a personal 
statement about who and what they are. 
But still , underneath it all, burns the 
telling question, just what do men like to 
see women wear? 
Some men, like freshman Ed Everett, 
know exactly what they like when they 
see it . 
" I  like the stirrup pants myself, and 
paisley shirts , and Guess jeans with the 
prints on them like draperies , "  Everett 
said . "Oh yeah, I like boxer shorts 
because they look comfortable . "  
And then, there are those men who 
aren' t  quite so specific about what they 
enjoy in women's fashions . 
"Usually anything untucked. I think 
that says it all ,"  senior John Fehrmann 
said . 
Senior Mark Havlicek . has his own 
ideas as to what looks good on a women. 
" I  like to �ee white shorts on a 
girl-especiall) in the summer when they 
' '  
Usually a 
tucked. lthink 
have tan legs, it 
features of their tus 
Shorts weren't  
clothing on Havlic 
like Levi ' s-faded 
more faded they get, 
. they show features 
Junior Jim Goss 
servative kind of tas 
" I  don't  like tar 
said . " I  don't like 
that brings attentio 
should compliment 
billboard .  
ith corduroys . . 
. ed \arge toP
 YI a'lailat>\e at 9f8d IOOk . \()OK tor ta\\ wit� a:� o�it bY Guess L8Y . i-ttte\d dOns 81\ � no\'\t \n sty\e with 




·------------------�-------------, l . - ELECTROLYSIS . . . I 
1 · The only permanent  method of 1 
� Hai r Removal · 8 � Z's Hair Design � g cal l :  345-5451 or 23 5-1 1 42 � 
I This coupon good for Consultation and I 
I Initial Treatment . A $9. 00 Value . I 
; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  l_'!3�tb.�:... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .. 1 
�� THE N�!!�?n� 
� / manicures (men & women) 
· - ENHANCE YOUR FALL FASHION 
WITH BEAUTIFUL NAILS 
20 % off 14 k .  
GOLD NAILS 
20 % off nail polishes 
WEST PARK PLAZA 
345-4268 
r - - - - · clip-'n'-save - - - - - -,  
l 10 % off set of ! ! · Sculptured Nails l 
1 plus a FREE bottle l I of Nail Polish l 
I Exp. Sept. 30, 1985 . _j 
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .  
Monica Groth is set for fall with stirrup pants and an 
Closet .  Slill i p .Oglior.e.opta tor the casual 
· 
-
Delicious Soft Served Yogurt. . . 
IT,S THE BARRY'S 
40 % less calories & 75 % less cholesterol 
than the finest ice cream 
How Can It Taste So Good? 
I 
· -- - - · · 
BARRY'S Frozen Yogurt 
812 Charleston Ave 
Mattoon, IL 
M-S 1 1-10 Sun 12-10 
Know the sc 
Check this Frida 
for the special pullout 
Features team ros 
line-ups for all 
Track the Panthers in 
. Thursday, September 1 9, 1 985 fall fashion and fitness Gulde 5 
v like_ on wlimeu. 
i.7 . 
• anything, "  Gossett said. 
omore Ed Donnell said, " I  love 
aisted dresses . I think they look 
e those Goodwill clothes, not the 
ones, the cool ones, the sloppy, 
kind, "  Donnell said. 
a lady's night out on the town 
Shawn Hagen said, "I like to see 
s, high heels, and a low cut 
the other end of. the scale is 
n Rodger Patience. "I like 
all sorts of sweaters, loose 
tight.  
"Although, it 's not that crucial a 
question. When a girl is comfortable with 
what she is wearing, then . anytfling looks 
good on her, ' '  Patience said. 
Of course, there are always the men 
who are looking at something other than 
a lady 's clothes .  
" I  don't really pay that much attention 
to girl' s  clothes, it's  the personality that 
matters . I like to look at their eyes more 
than their clothes , "  junior Jim Grimm 
said . 
So what do men like to see women 
wear? Anything, everything and nothing 
in particular. 
omen reveal secret 
f good looks for men 
omen have been trying to impress 
ase men with the way they dress 
the beginning of time. It seems 
fair that men should think about 
y they appear and if it is making 
posite sex happy. 
sing to impress ladies may be 
than it  sounds, though, so men 
be careful before venturing out in 
rid in the clothes mother picked 
ugh women like many different 
on men,  a popular choice seems 
e "dressy yet casual look . "  
ould dress a guy in nice slacks ,  a 
ess shirt and a sweater, " Marcie 
noni said . " I  like the older 
, no leather pants . ' '  
· Born i s  another lady who goes 
at same kind of look . "I like 
and a nice shirt . Kind of casual , 
lly dressy ,"  she said . 
don ' t  like guys in raggy, old 
, " Born said . And "guys in 
really turn me off. 
· 
like the rugged look too , 
ing on the situation," she said. 
ough a fan of slacks and a nice 
im Sawyer said , "I love to see 
three-piece suits . "  
at lo<;>k too dressy for guys? 
Walk-ins 
Welcomed 
Well , there are some girls out there 
who like a more casual look . 
Kathy Hahn said she likes to keep it 
simple , preferring guys in a "T-shirt 
and jeans . ' '  
" Faded Levis" ar� a favorite o f  Pam 
Patterson's .  She also likes jean jackets , 
but added that "belts are stupid" and 
she doesn ' t  like fashion designer jeans 
on men . 
Chris Middleton said she would 
dress a guy in "dark Levis , an oxford 
shirt , cowboy boots and no belt . 
" I  don ' t  like pin stripes on guys , " 
she said . "No collars up,  and no ratty 
tennis shoes . "  
But she said, " I  like gold necklaces 
and an earring, sometimes . "  
Angie Reda would dress a man i n  a 
"nice pair of jeans and a dress shirt. " . 
· Reda said she doesn't  like men in 
baggy pants . "I  hate it when it looks 
like they're falling off, ". she said. 
Carolyn Mermis likes men in a 
variety of outfits, depending on the 
desired effect .  
" I love t o  see them in  pleated 
pants , "  she said . "I just think it 
compliments them . "  
What 's  the best way to  impress a girl 
through clothes, then? Factors vary so 
the best advice still seems to be: "Use 
your best judgement. "  
HOURS: 
Mon-Sat 9-6 
Get a professional image 
from the professionals at Co-Ed. 
Corner of 7th & Lincoln 










" Featuring our Jr.  Joint" 
* flannel Plaid Jackets 
'Ylll f Fashion flair 
'� l Ji l l  Henderson and Tom . .. � Bellai r ,  left , pair up in casual 
� o utf its from Ruth ies and 
iii Sycamore . Keila Tooley and 
, .  iii · Victor Newsome , bottom ,  are 
·, - � set · to go in coordinating outfits 
�. i from The Closet and Sycarr.ore . 
MICHAEL llTARZ / �  
* Quilted lined rain slickers 
* Oversized sweaters & 
· shirts 
* Stirrup Pants 
* Dresses & 
separates 
* Jewelry 
handbags & bel� · 
305 W. Lincoln Ave. 
345�93 1 3  
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· Step out,in stylish sophistication 
MICHAEL SIT ARZ I Photo editor 
Looking good 
Stepping out in style 
Tom Bellair ,  left , is wearing a sweater vest and dress slacks from Sycamo� 
Melanie Hatfield is set for a night out in a sweater dress and satin jacket from 
Closet . Phi l l ip Ogliore prepares for cooler fAl l weather in a sweater and dr 
slacks available at Sycamore . Monica Groth is in style with a fashionable dr 
from Ruth ies. 
Treat your feet right with 
fashionable shoes for fall 
By AMY DOLAN 
Staff writer · 
Transitional fashions this fall will 
require shoes that will blend with the 
wardrobe of a warm summer · and a 
cool fall . 
"Comfort is definitely the big 
issue, "  Judi Conrad of Champs shoe 
store, 407 Lincoln,  said . 
Low heels are still a sure thing this 
season, but sharply pointed toes are 
gradually going out of style, she said . 
· Because of the bright colors 
clothes this season the most sou 
after shoes are those in basic bl 
Beth I nyart of  Inyarts Shoe Store, 
Monroe, said . 
For the men this fall ,  expect to fin 
large number wearing Jazz Oxfor 
Here again, comfort is the big is 
and arch supports in oxfords seem 
be making that extra difference. 
Whatever your passion, highli 
your fashion wardrobe with a s 
style that will make you look good a 
most importantly , make you feel g 
Models, Jean Jodoin and Ji l l  Henderson dress for a more formal look in the 
newest styles. Men's clothing furnished by Meis. Women's clothing provided by 
Dressier shoes are in for ladies as 
well as a draped look in a low leather 
pump. Closed toe pumps will also 
make a big appearance tpis fall .  
this fal l .  · 
Sycamore . 
II 
When you advertise 
with 
The Da i ly Eastern 
News 
Call 58 1 - 2 8 1 2  
University V illage Sh1le Store 
Home of your favorite 
Comfort and fash ion 
shoes 
Tim berland • 9 West • ,Cherokee • Rockport 
Un iversity Vil lage 345-3001 
Mon . - Fri . : 1 0-5 : 30 
Sat . 1 0-5 
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SWEATERS , & DRESSES 
Buy one item at current ticket price 
and receive a second like item 
of EQUAL VALUE OR 
LESS at . . . . . . . . . . . 1 /2 PRICE 
'- .  ( 
N OVELTY S H I RTS 
Origi nally $ 1 6-$28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . $5 OFF 
TWILL PANTS 
Orig ina l ly $25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . .  . 16 . 99 
CORDU ROY PANTS 19 . 99 -Orig inally $25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
WOOL PANT COATS 
8r JACKElS Origi nal ly $95 . . . . . . . . . . 69 . 99 
�£1t\Sef 
< t.. E RS OF PURE FASHION 
' I I iii ti I 
t M t � 
"ti- ·1·. ' • •.• •  . ' . ,,..,� l*I ..... W;-
1 � 
I. � .; . ;. i 1 -·-- � 
i O U R  JO L L Y  HABE R DASH E R "  ._; ) 
ii\ 11l.e . OA.;� ,s:. 
�.ET.I-��·£�� ��-'}_�-
407 L 1 1 1 ;:0 1n  .� ·. c t iu • :  H _ ; t  ::A S _ · :  L : .i � r:ei s · C .\' rld i 
C riJr \t1's.t0n , l 1 i 1n0 1 :i ti 1 ';:12J t>h;. 1 .t:! . 2 1 7 1 145-094� 
' ' Russell Athletic' ' the best 
in T-shirts , Jerseys , Shorts ,· 
Sweatshirts & Sweatpants 
Let Russell Athletic Wear be 
· R 
part of your ' 'Fitness Program' ' 
8 fall Fashion and FltMU,Guid� · . . Thursday, September 1 9 , 1 985 
Hair and make-up accentfashion 
�- � . ..  
Branching out MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor 
Ji l l  Henderson and
. Tom Bellair are ready for fall in .casual outfits from The 
Closet and Meis. 
S L "/ M M  E R  S K I M M E R ' 
The l i nes are long. lean. low. The feel is soft. 
smooth. supple. The look is new. now. natura l .  
The possibi l ities a re s imply unl i mited . You owe i t  
t o  your feet and your budoet - t rv  t h e  sl i m mer 
skimmer in Navy , Grey , or Black. 
uppers . $35°0 "Cab." 
Fine Leather At This Price? Remarkable! 
fanfares · 
. .  � JayJ zt··a.& 
INYART'S Shoe Store 
North Side of Uptown Charleston's Square 
By ANGELA PAOLI 
Assistant activities editor 
When you think of accessorizing a 
really fashionable outfit,  belts , 
bracelets and earrings are usually the 
first things that come to mind. 
Actually, a flattering hairstyle and 
complimentary make-up are two of the 
most important accessories that many 
people overlook. 
Have you ever seen a girl wearing a 
really sharp outfit, but her hairstyle 
can be traced as far back as the age 
when the dinasours roamed the earth? 
Nancy Vonderheide, hairstylist at 
·valeries Hair Affair ,  1409 E St. in 
; Charleston, said styles are moving 
from the one-length bob to the layered 
bob . 
"Fullness around the face in the 
style that fits your personality is what's  
in for fall , "  Vonderheide said . 
"Permanents are always in style, "  
she added. "The loose body perm 
seems to be the most popular. ' '  
She also commented t.1at the 
asymmetrical hairstyle is still popular. 
It's up to you . Do you want to blend 
in or starid out? Choose a style that 
really compliments your face so you 
can look your best for Fall '85 . 
Once you've decided on a hairstyle, 
make-up is the next thing to consider. 
' 'With the new clothes fashions 
becoming more dramatic, the make-up 
for fall is also, "  said Denise Cougill of 
Merle Norman, 632 W. Lincoln. 
For the eyes , a neutral shade is used 
with a brighter color around the eye, 
combining the subtle with the sen­
sational, Cougill said . 
"There are three basic looks," 
Cougill explained . "Warm, cool, and 
neutral . ' '  
For lips an9 cheeks, the peachy 
shades are considered warm, bordeaux 
is cool and cinnabar, the orange and 
reds are neutral she said . 
With fall fashions characterized by a 
combination of the contemporary and 
the_ traditional , some of the popular 
combinations for fall include warm, 
spicy brown mixed with the forest 
greens or the soft , mellow red with a 
vibrant teal , Cougill said . 
Whatever tone you may be-cool, 
warm, or neutral-make the best o 
your look and accessorize with th 
latest make-up colors for Fall ' 85 .  
Stop running aro�nd town 
- looking for good buys! 
Shop the 
Classif ieds ! - 0 
